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RESUMO 
 
 
Introdução e Objetivos: A disfunção do tecido adiposo e a desregulação da secreção de 

hormonas intestinais constituem dois dos principais pilares da síndrome metabólica e da dibetes 

mellitus tipo 2. Terapêuticas que têm como base a remodelação do trato gastrointestinal resultam 

numa melhoria substancial da função do tecido adiposo, ao mesmo tempo que induzem a 

normalização do perfil de secreção das hormonas intestinais, nomeadamente da grelina, uma 

hormona associada à fome e à ativação de neurónios orexigénicos que expressam neuropéptido 

Y. Recentemente, a grelina foi proposta como um sensor de nutrientes, visto que a sua acilação 

depende de ácidos gordos provenientes da alimentação, o que pode sugerir um papel desta 

hormona no armazenamento de nutrientes no tecido adiposo. Assim, a nossa hipótese é que o 

sistema grelina/neuropéptido Y esteja alterado no tecido adiposo de indivíduos obesos com 

síndrome metabólica, e que possa ser modelado através da cirurgia metabólica. Para além disso, 

temos como objetivo explorar o efeito da grelina nos adipócitos e, naturalmente, no adipo-

vascular coupling. 

Materiais e Métodos: O perfil de expressão genética do eixo grelina/neuropéptido Y no tecido 

adiposo visceral de indivíduos obesos com desregulação metabólica foi avaliado através de uma 

reação em cadeia de polimerase em tempo real. Adicionalmente, avaliámos a ação da cirurgia 

metabólica neste eixo em ratos Goto-Kakizaki mantidos numa dieta altamente calórica e 

submetidos a gastrectomia vertical em sleeve. O efeito direto da grelina acilada e não acilada 

em adipócitos foi investigado na linha celular 3T3-L1 e o efeito em células endoteliais foi estudado 

em celúlas endoteliais microvasculares humanas.  

Resultados: O nosso grupo mostrou que o sistema neuropéptido Y e recetores está 

profundamente alterado no tecido adiposo visceral de indivíduos obesos ao longo da progressão 

da desregulação metabólica. A expressão dos recetores Y1 e Y5 diminuiu com o 

desenvolvimento da diabetes tipo 2 e o recetor Y2 com o aparecimento da insulinoresistência. 

Mais ainda, os intermediários deste sistema estão correlacionados com vários genes envolvidos 

no metabolismo, plasticidade e função endócrina do tecido adiposo. Ambos os recetores Y1 e 

Y2 sofreram um aumento em ratos submetidos à gastrectomia vertical em sleeve, enquanto o 

recetor da grelina acilada se encontrou diminuído. A grelina acilada e não acilada induziram 
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acumulação lipídica e adipogénese em adipócitos e não alteraram a viabilidade de células 

endoteliais microvasculares.  

Conclusão: O sistema neuropéptido Y e recetores correlaciona-se com fatores envolvidos na 

regulação do metabolismo, angiogénese e função endócrina no tecido adiposo visceral, e sofre 

alterações com o agravamento da desregulação metabólica, em indivíduos obesos, constituindo 

assim um interessante alvo terapêutico para a síndrome metabólica e diabetes tipo 2. Ambas as 

formas da grelina são capazes de induzir acumulação lipídica e adipogénese, corroborando a 

ideia desta hormona como um sensor metabólico. Por fim, o nosso trabalho mostrou que a 

gastrectomia vertical em sleeve é uma ferramenta que permite modelar o eixo 

grelina/neuropéptido Y no tecido adiposo visceral. 

 

Palavras-chave: síndrome metabólica, tecido adiposo, gastrectomia vertical em sleeve, grelina, 

neuropéptido Y 
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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Introduction and Objectives: Adipose tissue dysfunction and gut secretome dysregulation 

constitute two of the main pillars of metabolic syndrome and type 2 diabetes mellitus. Gut 

remodelling-based therapies for metabolic syndrome and type 2 diabetes mellitus, result in 

substantial improve on adipose tissue health while, inducing a normalization of gut hormones 

secretion, namely ghrelin’s, a hormone highly associated to hunger and orexigenic neuropeptide 

Y-expressing neurons activation. Recently, ghrelin has been proposed to display a role as a 

nutrient sensor, since its acylation is dependent on fatty acid chains derived from ingested food, 

which might suggest a role for ghrelin in nutrient storage in adipose tissue. Thus, we hypothesized 

that the adipose tissue ghrelin/neuropeptide Y system could be altered in obese subjects with 

metabolic syndrome and could be modulated by metabolic surgery. Furthermore, we aimed to 

explore the effect of ghrelin in adipocytes and, naturally, in the adipo-vascular coupling. 

Materials and Methods: Genetic expression profiling of the ghrelin/neuropeptide Y axis in the 

visceral adipose tissue of obese subjects with metabolic dysregulation was performed by a high-

throughput real-time polymerase chain reaction. Additionally, we assessed the effect of metabolic 

surgery in ghrelin/neuropeptide Y axis in Goto-Kakizaki rats fed a high caloric diet and submitted 

to vertical sleeve gastrectomy. The direct effects of ghrelin and des-acyl ghrelin in adipocytes 

were investigated in a 3T3-L1 fibroblasts cell line and the effects in endothelial cells were studied 

in human microvascular endothelial cells.    

Results: Our group showed that the neuropeptide Y/Y receptors system is deeply altered in 

visceral adipose tissue, with the progression of metabolic dysregulation in obese individuals. Y1 

and Y5 receptors were downregulated with type 2 diabetes development and the Y2 receptor with 

insulin resistance onset. Furthermore, intermediates of this system are correlated with several 

genes involved in adipose tissue metabolism, plasticity and endocrine behaviour. Both Y1 and 

Y2 receptors were increased in the peri epididymal adipose tissue of rats submitted to vertical 

sleeve gastrectomy, while acylated ghrelin receptor levels were decreased. Acylated and non-

acyl ghrelin induced lipid accumulation and adipogenesis in adipocytes and did not alter the 

viability of human microvascular endothelial cells. 
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Conclusion: The neuropeptide Y/Y receptors system correlates with factors involved in the 

regulation of metabolism, angiogenesis and adipokine secretion regulation in visceral adipose 

tissue and is deeply altered with the aggravation of metabolic dysregulation, in obese individuals, 

thus constituting an interesting therapeutical target for metabolic syndrome and type 2 diabetes. 

Ghrelin (both forms) is able to directly induce lipid accumulation and adipogenesis, supporting a 

role as a nutrient sensor. Lastly, our work showed that vertical sleeve gastrectomy is a tool to 

remodel the ghrelin/neuropeptide Y axis in visceral adipose tissue. 

 
 
Key-words: metabolic syndrome, adipose tissue, vertical sleeve gastrectomy, ghrelin, 

neuropeptide Y    
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I. METABOLIC SYNDROME: A MULTIFACTORIAL PRECURSOR OF TYPE 2 

DIABETES 

 

The first official definition for metabolic syndrome (MetS) was provided by the World Health 

Organization in 1988 and mainly relied on the presence of insulin resistance or hyperinsulinemia. 

Years later, the National Cholesterol Education Program/Adult Treatment Panel III, presented a 

new definition, which supported a diagnosis dependent on the presence of, at least, three of the 

following risk factors: abdominal adiposity, hypertriglyceridemia, hypercholesterolemia, 

hypertension and impaired fasting glucose [1].  

Beyond its increasing worldwide levels, MetS is already acknowledged as a major economic 

burden, which prevalence is growing side by side with the increasing incidence of obesity and 

type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) [2]. In fact, MetS is acknowledged as a major risk factor for the 

onset and development of cardiovascular diseases (CVD) [3] and is also indicated as a predictor 

of T2DM, a chronic hyperglycaemic condition, that derives from a deficit in insulin secretion and/or 

progressive insulin resistance [1]. According to the World Health Organization, more than 650 

million adults were obese in 2016, and the International Diabetes Federation estimated that 1 in 

11 adults suffer from T2DM [4, 5]. In Portugal, 28.7% of the adult population was obese in 2015 

and the estimated prevalence of T2DM was around 13.3% in the same year [6, 7]. In spite of no 

such data is available for MetS, a quarter of the worldwide adult population is estimated to be 

affected [2].  

Obesity is mainly characterized as an abnormal excess of body fat, which might impair health, 

and most commonly identified through the body mass index (BMI), obtained by dividing the weight 

by the square of the height. In order to be considered obese, one should have a BMI equal, or 

superior, to 30 kg ⁄m2 [8]. The fact that obesity itself increases the risk for development of T2DM 

and CVD often results in being mistaken with MetS. Due to that it is important to distinguish 

metabolically healthy obesity (MHO) - presented by obese individuals without hypertension and 

hyperlipidaemia, and with normal insulin sensitivity - from metabolic unhealthy obesity (MUO), 

characterized by several of the metabolic abnormalities that define MetS [2, 8]. The prevalence 

of MHO changes when using different criteria. Recurring to BMI, Velho et al. showed that the 
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prevalence of MHO was in-between 3.3 and 32.1% in men and 11.4 and 43.3% in women, which 

exposes the necessity of establishing a solid definition for MHO. Furthermore, MHO was more 

frequently found in females and decreased with age for both sexes [9]. However, some doubts 

persist on using a BMI-based diagnosis, since the BMI itself can be a faulty measure, due to the 

non-discrimination between fat and lean mass, and fat distribution [8]. It is still not clear if MHO is 

an initial state, that sooner or later, will eventually transit into MUO and therefore, MetS, or if such 

evolution can be stopped, being MHO a steady state [8]. Thus, understanding the molecular 

mechanisms that distinguish MHO from MUO might be helpful in delaying, or preventing, the 

onset of obesity-related MetS, and associated complications, such as CVD and T2DM, two major 

causes of mortality. To note, MHO and MUO also differ in fat distribution, with MHO subjects 

presenting higher subcutaneous/visceral fat ratio than MUO individuals, and with lower ectopic 

fat accumulation [8], which draws attention to the importance of fat redistribution and function of 

adipose tissue to the development of metabolic disorders. Moreover, besides the amount and 

distribution of fat, adipose tissue dysfunction seems to be an important determinant for the 

deterioration of the metabolic status in obesity.    

 

II. ADIPOSE TISSUE (DYS)FUNCTION 

 

The adipose tissue (AT) is mainly composed by adipocytes and stromovascular cells, essentially 

mesenchymal progenitor cells, endothelial cells, preadipocytes, pericytes, macrophages and 

fibroblasts [10, 11]. The crosstalk between adipocytes and the stromovascular cells renders the 

AT with a high dynamicity and plasticity, which confers it ability to remodel accordingly to the 

energetic status and environmental changes [12].  

Depending on morphology and function, two different types of AT can be distinguished: white 

adipose tissue (WAT) and brown AT. The latter is abundant in mitochondria and dissipates energy 

in the form of heat. The adipose cells in this tissue are smaller and triglycerides are arranged as 

small vacuoles. On the other hand, WAT has the main function of storing energy as triglycerides 

and its adipocytes are usually large cells composed by a single lipid droplet [10]. WAT can be 

divided, according to its distribution, in subcutaneous (SAT) and visceral adipose tissue (VAT). 
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The visceral depots can even be subdivided into mesenteric (around the intestine) or omental 

(from the stomach to the ventral abdomen) [10]. In WAT, hormones like glucagon, cortisol, and 

thyroid hormones, favour the hydrolysation of triglycerides into fatty acids and glycerol (lipolysis), 

in order to fulfil the energetic demands. Conversely, after meals, triglyceride synthesis occurs 

upon insulin stimulation, as a result of lipolysis inhibition and sterol regulatory element-binding 

transcription factor 1 (SREBP-1)-induced lipogenesis [13].  

Lipid anabolism will force the expansion of the tissue in order to promote an adequate fat storage, 

which may occur through adipocyte hypertrophy and/or hyperplasia, and thus resulting in an 

increased adipocyte size and/or number, respectively. Adipogenesis, the differentiation of 

preadipocytes into mature adipocytes, is mutually regulated by angiogenesis, the growth of blood 

vessels, in what we may call an adipo-vascular coupling. This coupling results from the 

differentiation of preadipocytes along the vascular wall, being angiogenesis regulated by 

adipocyte-derived factors and adipogenesis also dependent of capillarization, so that each 

adipocyte is irrigated by one, or more, capillaries [10, 12]. Different arrangements in the 

vasculature lead to distinct outcomes from adipocytes. For instance, hyperplasia happens upon 

neo-vascularization, whereas hypertrophy requires dilation of the existent capillaries [14]. Thus, 

the plasticity of the vasculature may determine the type of AT expansion upon triglyceride 

synthesis. The vascular network provides the tissue with oxygen, nutrients, hormones and growth 

factors, and, allows the removal of waste products. Furthermore, the blood vessels have several 

fenestrations, permitting the passage of adipokines to the blood [10, 11]. AT remodelling requires 

an alteration in the vasculature, in order to avoid the existence of hypoxic regions, usually 

associated with hypertrophic growth. The vasculature is regulated by several mediators with 

either pro, or anti angiogenic effects, and so, angiogenesis will depend on the balance between 

them in the AT [10, 12]. Acute hypoxia, as the main stimuli for angiogenesis induction, triggers 

hypoxia inducible factor-1 (HIF-1α)-dependent gene expression of vascular endothelial growth 

factor (VEGF) family, determinant regulators of endothelial cells growth [10, 12, 14]. Angiogenesis 

might occur either by sprouting, which forms entirely new vessels, or splitting, in which a new 

blood vessel is created by the division of an existing one. In the sprouting type, VEGF-A, the most 

secreted VEGF-like peptide by WAT, acts like a chemoattractant signal, upon which stimulation, 

endothelial cells adopt a tip cell phenotype, with numerous filopodia, that allow migration. Notch 
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signalling acts as a negative regulator of sprouting, since when activated by delta-like 4 in a tip 

cell, leads to suppression of VEGF signalling in the adjacent one and contributes to vessel 

stabilization [10, 15].  

WAT is the largest endocrine organ of the body, with a secretome which is currently known to 

include more than six hundred factors. AT secretome varies with the depot subtype. For instance, 

leptin and adiponectin are mainly secreted by SAT, while the proinflammatory cytokines tumour 

necrosis factor α (TNFα), monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 and interleukin 6 (IL-6) are 

essentially released by VAT [16]. Beyond VEGF, several other AT-secreted factors participate in 

the regulation of angiogenesis, such as the proangiogenic hepatocyte and fibroblast growth 

factors, transforming growth factor β, TNF-α, matrix metalloproteinases, leptin and angiopoietins, 

as well as the anti-angiogenic adiponectin and thrombospondins [12]. However, this large panoply 

of AT products not only regulates its vascular function, but is also involved in lipid and glucose 

metabolism, appetite regulation, coagulation, blood pressure, immune function, among many 

other functions [13, 17]. For instance, leptin, one of the main and firstly identified adipokines, 

plays a major role in appetite and energy homeostasis regulation in the hypothalamus [13]. 

Another major adipokine is adiponectin, which is known to increase liver and skeletal muscle fatty 

acid oxidation and energy expenditure [18]. Adipokines also act in WAT, given that leptin and 

adiponectin activate AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) while inhibiting SREBP-1c, and thus 

supress lipid synthesis, promoting fatty acids oxidation instead [13]. Moreover, adiponectin, but 

not leptin signalling, results in glucose transporter 4 (GLUT4)-mediated glucose uptake by 

adipocytes, thus contributing to glucose homeostasis [13].  

In the context of MetS, the majority of these AT characteristics and mechanisms are either altered 

or impaired, suggesting a close relationship between AT dysfunction, MetS and its comorbidities.  

 

a. ADIPOSE TISSUE DYSFUCTION IN METABOLIC SYNDROME 

 

Data collected from longitudinal cohort studies, confirms that excessive prevalence of VAT over 

SAT constitutes a major risk factor for obesity and MetS, by leading to proinflammatory adipokine 

abundance and alterations in lipid metabolism, that may contribute to insulin resistance [19]. In 
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fact, a study in C57BL/6 mice revealed that SAT transplantation into the visceral cavity resulted 

in reduced body weight and adipocytes size, as well as improved glucose homeostasis [20]. 

Overfeeding and excessive nutrient uptake will enforce AT expansion, and eventually lead to 

adipocytes hypertrophy. Enlargement of adipose cells will give rise to persistent local 

inflammation and hypoxia, key drivers of the downregulation of peroxisome proliferator-activated 

receptor gamma (PPARγ), the master regulator of adipogenesis, thus favouring hypertrophic 

growth [13, 14, 21]. Concomitantly, increased nutrient availability and impaired β-oxidation trigger 

ceramide and diacylglycerol accumulation, thus contributing to insulin resistance, caused by 

signalling defects in the insulin pathway and ending up in disturbed glucose transporter, GLUT-

4, translocation [13, 15]. Furthermore, uncontrolled lipid oxidation will lead to dysregulated free 

fatty acids (FFAs) inwards and outwards flux. This will give rise to dyslipidaemia, increased FFAs 

levels in circulation, that will accumulate ectopically in several organs, leading to lipotoxicity and 

widespread insulin resistance, a major abnormality that characterizes MetS [13].  

The necessity of AT to expand needs to be accompanied by an adaptative response from the 

vascular network. However, in certain cases the persistent challenge to expand is associated with 

impaired vasculature remodelling. It seems that in obese subjects, VEGF expression and capillary 

density are decreased, when compared to lean controls, during weak oxygenation conditions. 

This may mean that the observed low oxygenation levels (3.8% oxygen, in this case) were not 

low enough to induce hypoxia-dependent VEGF expression in the AT of these obese individuals, 

or that, they present a weak angiogenic capacity [22]. In other study, higher VEGF-A levels were 

detected in both SAT and VAT of MHO subjects, but decreased with the aggravation of insulin 

resistance (MUO individuals) [23]. This suggests that in different stages of the pathophysiology 

we may have distinct angiogenic capacity, which deteriorates as progressing to MUO. A defective 

angiogenic response could generate a vicious circle of low oxygenation and, consequently, 

hypoxia-induced chronic activation of inflammatory and stress pathways, ultimately leading to cell 

death. Sustained hypoxia can also trigger transforming growth factor β production, that allows 

vascular growth at an initial stage. However, its permanent synthesis leads to dysregulated 

increase in extracellular matrix components, mainly collagen. Collagen depots will excessively 

accumulate in AT, giving rise to fibrosis, another major player in the tissue dysfunction and 

characteristic of the majority of obese patients’ AT [14, 15]. Indeed, AT from insulin-resistant 
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obese individuals presented increased fibrosis, which was negatively correlated with insulin 

sensitivity and positively correlated with macrophage M2 type infiltration [24].  

Adipocytes’ hypertrophy will, sooner or later, also lead to an augment in necrosis, even under a 

proper angiogenic response. Such happens when cells reach a limit of physiological cell growth. 

As a direct consequence, there is an increase in immune cells infiltration and the triggering of pro-

inflammatory pathways. The non-resolution of such inflammation, that eventually develops into a 

chronic low-grade inflammation state, constitutes another major hallmark of AT dysfunction [15]. 

Adipocytes’ size strongly correlates with the presence of inflammation markers, such as TNFα 

and IL-6. Coincidentally, the presence of these markers was exacerbated in obese subjects with 

or without T2DM, that, as expected, also exhibited enlarged adipose cells in SAT [25]. Moreover, 

macrophage recruitment is augmented in SAT and VAT depots of obese individuals, with further 

increase as patients develop insulin resistance [15]. These evidences emphasise the probable 

involvement of adipocytes hypertrophic growth in the development of the low-grade inflammatory 

state, that seems to be activated way before MetS-related TD2M onset. 

Altogether, chronic hypoxia, impairment in angiogenesis, fibrosis, necrosis and sustained 

inflammation constitute the solid rock pillars that drive and support unhealthy AT expansion, thus 

being considered the major hallmarks of AT dysfunction. As covered above, tissue malfunction 

leads to changes in nutrient uptake and endocrine function, giving rise to metabolic stress and 

disorders, characterized by the phenotype of MUO (Figure 1).  

Figure 1 – The adipo-vascular coupling. Obesity-induced adipocytes’ hypertrophy requires a proper AT 

remodelling to allow healthy expansion of the tissue. However, alterations in the microenvironment of 

adipocytes can originate a set of events that contribute to AT dysfunction, and thus cause a dysregulation 

in lipid fluxes, leading to MUO. Image created with Biorender.com 
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Therefore, strategies that allow the modulation of such events have been developed to improve 

or restore AT function in MetS patients. As a starter, anti-angiogenic drugs were developed, since 

it was thought that impairing angiogenesis could avoid overexpansion of AT, thus improving 

obesity and MetS. Inhibition of VEGF-A receptor 2 was, in fact, proven to restrict AT growth in 

diet-induced obese mice, resulting in decreased body weight [26]. Furthermore, this same 

strategy results in weight loss and increased insulin sensitivity, in the ob/ob background [15]. 

Notwithstanding such favourable evidences, angiogenesis impairment and sustained inhibition of 

AT expansion might induce lipotoxicity-associated ectopic FFAs deposition in peripheral organs. 

Indeed, VEGF ablation, in mice, generated, as expected, a reduction in vascularity and AT 

expansion. However, it also resulted in increased hypoxia, inflammation, apoptosis and in 

alteration in the tissue secretome, leading to a rapid development of insulin resistance during a 

high-fat diet consumption [27]. Collectively, this data suggests that modulation on the angiogenic 

process may come across as a potential therapeutic target for obesity-related metabolic 

complications. However, the controversy in the beneficial outcomes of whether to inhibit or 

promote angiogenesis is not yet clarified. One valid strategy may be tissue depot-specific 

angiogenic modulation, favouring angiogenesis in the SAT to allow healthy fat storage and 

expansion and the secretion of a more benign secretome. Modulation of the chronic low-grade 

inflammatory state has been also addressed to combat the pathophysiology of obesity and MetS. 

A clinical trial in obese individuals with MetS submitted to Etanercept (an immunoneutralizer of 

TNFα) treatment revealed improved fasting glucose levels and adiponectin levels, which is 

described to decrease the risk for MetS-related T2DM [25, 28]. However, repression of TNFα 

signalling recurring to a dominant negative, led, in high fat fed mice, both to reduced adiponectin 

secretion and glucose tolerance [15]. Thus, the contradictory data reveals the weaknesses of 

therapeutic strategies that aim to manage individually angiogenesis and inflammation in AT. 

Synergistic combination of angiogenesis and inflammation modulators with anti-fibrotic 

compounds could constitute an efficient therapeutic approach to improve AT dysfunction, being, 

therefore, potentially valuable for the development of strategies to combat obesity and MetS.  
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III. GUT SECRETOME DYSREGULATION IN METABOLIC SYNDROME 

 

The gastrointestinal tract is an organ system that essentially complies the mouth, oesophagus, 

stomach, intestines and the anal canal, and that is frequently addressed as gut [29]. The gut is 

recognized as one of the largest endocrine organs in the organism, with more than thirty hormone 

genes identified to be expressed until the date [30]. The enteroendocrine cells, located along the 

gut epithelium, produce and secrete signals in response to oscillations in lumen nutrients. Such 

signals, mostly hormones, can act either locally or in several organs such as brain, AT and 

pancreas, in order to control appetite, energy expenditure and glucose and lipid metabolism [29, 

30]. Some examples of these hormones are glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1) and peptide YY 

(PYY), secreted by L-cells located in the ileum, cholecystokinin (CCK), released by K cells from 

the duodenum, glucose-dependent insulinotropic hormone (GIP) secreted by I cells and ghrelin, 

that is mainly secreted by the X/A-like cells from the stomach (Figure 2) [30].  

Fasting was shown to trigger a sharp secretion of ghrelin levels, a hormone highly associated to 

hunger and meal initiation [30]. Anorexigenic peptides GLP-1, CCK and PYY are released after 

nutrient ingestion and absorption and act through stimulation of vagal sensory nerves to induce 

satiety [30, 31]. However, they can also act via systemic circulation, reaching specific brain nuclei 

that contain several gut hormones receptors, through which they control appetite. Such hormones 

can also exert peripheric effects as they seek to promote glucose homeostasis and inhibition of 

gastric emptying [30, 31].  
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Figure 2 – Enteroendocrine cells subtypes. The gastrointestinal tract is rich in enteroendocrine cells that 

secrete gut hormones in response to lumen nutrients’ oscillation. The X or A-like cells, located in the stomach 

are responsible for the secretion of ghrelin. The duodenum houses the populations of K and I cells, that 

mainly secrete GIP and CCK, whereas the distal small intestine, is rich in L cells, the main source of GLP-1 

and PYY. Illustration adapted from Gribble et al., 2016.   

Gut hormones secretion and bioavailability during pre- or post-meal periods differ naturally among 

individuals. However, similar secretion profiles have been found in individuals with obesity and 

MetS. The anorexigenic hormone GLP-1, with a determinant role in mediating glucose-stimulated 

insulin secretion, was reported to be significantly decreased in overweight and obese subjects 

thirty minutes after a test meal when compared to normal-weight controls even though pre-

prandial GLP-1 levels were similar in both [32]. Zwirska-Korczala et al. described weaker 

postprandial PYY responses in obese women with MetS compared with lean control subjects, as 

well as lower fasting and postprandial CCK plasma levels in morbidly obese women, also with 

MetS [33]. Ghrelin dysregulation is also a major endocrine dysfunction often associated with the 

pathophysiology of obesity, and therefore, MetS [34]. Lower fasting plasma total ghrelin levels 

were reported in obese subjects, in comparison to normal-weight controls. Moreover, in the 

postprandial period, the progressive decline in ghrelin levels found in healthy individuals is also 
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absent in obese ones [35]. In other study, thirty minutes after meal ingestion there was a reduction 

in about 30% of postprandial total and acylated ghrelin plasma levels in lean women, but no 

significant changes were found in obese women with MetS [33].  

In sum up, the described hormonal deregulation, that seems to lead to the unbalance between 

these hormones, that mediate anorexigenic (GLP-1, CCK and PYY) and orexigenic (ghrelin) 

effects, is still not clearly established as a cause, or consequence, of obesity and eventually MetS. 

Nevertheless, compounds that work in order to restore or revert this unbalance have been 

developed, such as GLP-1 long-lasting analogues, dual agonists combining GLP-1 and PYY and 

pharmacological inhibitors of ghrelin and its receptor, the growth hormone secretagogue receptor 

1 alpha (GHSR1a) [36, 37].  

 

IV. METABOLIC SURGERY: UNVEILING THE GUT-ADIPOSE TISSUE 

CROSSTALK 

 

Bariatric surgeries were performed for the first time in the 1950s decade. Nowadays, they are one 

of the most recommended therapeutic strategies for obesity, MetS and T2DM, with 394,431 

surgeries being performed worldwide in 2018 [38, 39]. Vertical sleeve gastrectomy (VSG) and 

Roux-en-Y gastric bypass are the most frequently performed surgical approaches, accounting for 

37% and 45% of total bariatric surgeries, respectively, but the resultant rearrangement of the 

gastrointestinal tract is substantially different [38, 40, 41] (Figure 3). 

Briefly, Roux-en-Y gastric bypass consists in creating a small gastric pouch in the upper part of 

the stomach, and then, dividing the small intestine in two parts, pulling one upwards, on top of 

the colon, to be connected to the pouch. On the other hand, in VSG the gastric volume is reduced 

by resecting approximately 80% of the stomach, in a vertical fashion, but the anatomical route of 

food is maintained [40, 41]. Despite the relative low rate of associated complications, both these 

procedures might lead to intestinal obstruction symptoms [40].  
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Figure 3 – Gut remodelling metabolic surgery. The two most common bariatric procedures: Vertical 

sleeve gastrectomy (left) and Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (right). Adapted from Nguyen et al. 2016. 

VSG provides some advantages when compared to the gastric bypass, such as the decreased 

complexity and difficulty of the surgical techniques, faster hospital discharge, decreased 

perioperative complications, lower probability of developing vitamin deficiencies (caused by 

duodenum bypassing), and last but not least, VSG can be converted in most of the other types of 

bariatric surgeries, if necessary [40]. Patients submitted to VSG present a significant reduction in 

weight and BMI in the very next month, an effect that is usually extended up for one year [41]. 

Beyond leading to significant weight reduction, surgery also ameliorates glucose metabolism, 

dyslipidaemia and hypertension [38, 41]. In fact, improvement of insulin sensitivity and T2DM 

remission happens few days after surgery, even before significant weight loss is achieved, 

suggesting both events to be, at least, partially independent [38]. The term “metabolic surgery”, 

widely accepted as the most accurate terminology when referring to these procedures, arose 

precisely from the observation that there was a direct effect on metabolic control after surgery 

that did not necessarily result from weigh loss. Thus, metabolic surgery is nowadays 

recommended as a therapeutic strategy with the main goal of leading to metabolic improvements, 

rather than weight loss itself [38].   
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The awareness of the importance of the gut in the context of metabolic diseases was only realized 

upon observation of metabolic surgeries effects. Initially, reduction of stomach’s expandability, 

and/or promotion of nutrient malabsorption by rearranging the intestines were accepted as the 

main causes underlying the benefits of metabolic surgery [38]. However, soon it was noticed that 

the surgery could alter gut hormones secretion profile. The anorexigenic hormones GLP-1, CCK 

and PYY suffer major increases after meal consumption in VSG-submitted patients [41, 42-44]. 

The central actions of these hormones cannot account alone for the amelioration of glycaemic 

control, since this effect is independent from weight loss. In turn, surgery is believed to improve 

glycaemic control through the robust increase in the incretin effect played by the GLP-1, that 

determines insulin excursion from pancreatic β cells. The debate is still open on how VSG induces 

selective enhancement of postprandial GLP-1, CCK and PYY: is it due to a selective modulation 

of enteroendocrine cells types or, to increased rates of gastric emptying and nutrient flow into the 

intestines? In fact, one can argue that the increased and rapid nutrient exposition, might acutely 

result in enhanced nutrient-sensing and CCK, GLP-1 and PYY secretion, chronically favouring an 

increase in the cellular types responsible for their secretion [45]. However, more studies 

addressing such questions are in need, to fully understand and clarify the origin and cause of the 

altered gut secretome profile seen after surgery. 

Postoperative postprandial total ghrelin levels are decreased in a vast number of studies in 

humans and rodents, even in long-term follow-up. Regarding fasting levels, some controversy still 

remains, although most studies also point towards a reduction in ghrelin secretion [42-44, 46]. To 

what concerns VSG, the diminished ghrelin secretion might be due to the resection of the 

stomach’s gastric fundus, the main location of X cells [47]. 

Not neglecting the obvious importance of the increased hypothalamic anorexigenic activity 

inherent to metabolic surgery, one cannot exclude the putative effects that gut hormones can play 

directly in metabolic effector organs, such as the AT, in such conditions. Indeed, some studies in 

rodents have been claiming that surgery-induced beneficial effects cannot be exclusively 

attributed to the decreased caloric intake [48, 49]. Gut hormones are already acknowledged to 

regulate some key events in AT, in physiological conditions. For instance, GLP-1 promotes 

lipolysis, whereas ghrelin and CCK are thought to be lipogenic hormones, while all being 

adipogenesis inducers [Reviewed by Rosendo-Silva 2020, 45]. In fact, it can be speculated that 
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a shift into a more catabolic profile of AT could underlie the improvement in glucose homeostasis 

and body weight. Many are the alterations seen in AT of VSG-submitted rodents and humans. 

Beyond reducing VAT weight, VSG led, in diabetic obese rats, to an increase in adipogenesis, 

vascular differentiation and angiogenesis, that might improve microvasculature. The also 

observed increased levels of AMPK, that point to a raise in fatty acids oxidation, reflect a 

metabolic shift in AT that may underlie the amelioration of triglyceridaemia, cholesterolaemia and 

weight loss also found in operated animals [50]. In humans, VSG, however, decreases 

adipogenesis markers in SAT [51]. However, biopsies were done 1 week after the procedure and 

another recent study has shown that reshaping of AT morphology might take longer. In fact, 

hyperplasia of SAT adipocytes was only seen in the patients 5 years after Roux-en-Y gastric 

bypass [52]. In this depot, metabolic surgery induces a huge increase in lipid oxidation, 

suggesting that, after the procedure, the organism adopts a more energetic dissipation-prone 

status rather than favouring its storage [50]. Given the excessive triglyceride surplus of diabetic 

obese patients, it is possible that this tremendous increase in SAT β-oxidation can be harmful to 

mitochondria, by augmentation in ROS production. Post-operative human SAT reveals a marked 

decrease in angiopoietin and Tie expression, which suggests a decrease in angiogenic capacity. 

Macrophage recruitment to the SAT also decreases after VSG, as well as the expression of 

several pro-inflammatory mediators [53, 54]. VSG induces a decrease in leptin and a raise in 

adiponectin levels, and the latter highly correlates with enhanced postoperative AT insulin 

sensitivity [55]. In fact, GLUT4 is increased in the epididymal fat tissue of gastrectomized rats with 

improved glycaemic profile [50]. Overall, these results reinforce the crucial role of AT for the 

surgery-induced glucose homeostasis. The fact that surgery induces both improvement of AT 

function and alteration in gut hormones suggests the existence of a crosstalk between the gut 

and AT. Gut hormones are described to regulate several events in AT in physiological conditions, 

such as metabolism, endocrine behaviour and plasticity [Reviewed by Rosendo-Silva 2020, 45]. 

As well, the modulation of gut signals elicited by these therapeutic approaches used in MetS, 

results in numerous adaptations in AT function and remodelling, that might contribute, at least in 

part, to the resolution of T2DM and decreased risk of CVD (Figure 4). Further studies, are then, 

in need, in order to clarify this interaction, which complies a difficult task, since the relation 

between these organs in the pre-operative disease context is still not completely understood. 
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Having in mind that AT dysfunction is a major risk factor for MetS and MetS patients present 

alterations in gut hormones secretion patterns (Figure 4), the causality, however, remains to be 

determined. Are such events parallel in the development of MetS or the unbalanced gut hormonal 

milieu, caused by dietary habits, underlies AT malfunction? 

The suspicion that metabolic surgery-induced alterations in gut secretome could be underlying 

the beneficial results of the procedure, led to the development of pharmacological mimetics. The 

vast majority are GLP-1 analogues, such as liraglutide, dulaglutide and semaglutide, that 

preserve the incretin ability while surpassing GLP-1’s short half-life, and result in long-term 

lowering effects in fasting plasma glucose, glycated haemoglobin and weight loss [45]. Recently, 

by combining GLP-1 and PYY with oxyntomodulin (a gut hormone co-secreted with GLP-1 and 

PYY by L-cells) in concentrations that allow to reach the post-prandial excursions seen after 

surgeries, Tan et al. developed a triple agonist that aims to achieve the metabolic improvements 

of VSG without submitting the patients to the risks of surgeries [56]. Preliminary results showed 

a marked decrease in food intake, as well as decreased postprandial blood glucose levels in 

obese individuals. However, fasting glucose and insulin were not changed, but, it’s worth to note 

that the individuals were not diabetic, and the time-frame of the study (3 days with no follow-up) 

didn’t allow body weight monitoring [56]. 

However, the possible involvement of other gut hormones, such as ghrelin or PYY, should not be 

discarded. Y2 receptor deficient mice did not differ in terms of body weight and glycaemic control 

from wild-type mice upon Roux-en-Y gastric bypass [57]. Being Y2 the receptor for PYY3-36 

(generated upon PYY cleavage by dipeptidyl peptidase 4 (DPP-4)), such evidences suggest that 

the results of surgery are independent from PYY. However, despite constituting a powerful 

scientific tool, one cannot exclude the possibility of evolutionary development of compensatory 

mechanisms in these animal models that might be masquerading the results.  

The marked alteration seen in total ghrelin plasma levels after metabolic surgery might suggest 

a putative role in contributing to the weight loss and increased insulin sensitivity seen after VSG, 

and possibly a determinant role in post-operative AT function [44, 47]. After surgery AT itself 

experiences, as covered, several adaptations, and the molecular mechanisms that drive them are 

still to uncover. Nonetheless, ghrelin is already acknowledged to regulate a variety of events in 

the AT in normal physiological conditions, which will be further elucidated.   
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Figure 4 - An integrated view on the gut-adipose tissue crosstalk. Dysfunctional AT and dysregulated 

gut hormone profile are both features of MetS or T2DM. Given that gut hormones are known to regulate 

several aspects of AT function, restoration of gut hormone profile through bariatric surgery or the use of 

analogues, may be a promising strategy in the amelioration of MetS-associated AT dysfunction. Adapted 

from Rosendo-Silva, 2020. 

 
 
 

V. A SPECIAL GLANCE AT GHRELIN 

 

Ghrelin is the major orexigenic peptide identified until the date and is mainly recognized as an 

appetite and growth hormone secretagogue stimulant [31, 58]. In 1999 ghrelin was identified for 

the first time as the endogenous ligand for the GHSR1a. The truncated isoform 1b is also a 

product of the human GHSR gene transcription, but there is not a clear clue on its function and 

ligands [58]. In approximately 20 years of ghrelin research several biological actions have been 

attributed to this hormone, such as stimulation of growth hormone secretion, hedonic and 

homeostatic feeding, reward-seeking behaviour, regulation of glucose and energy metabolism, 

cognition and stimulation of gastrointestinal motility, to name a few [58, 59]. 
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a. HYPOTHALAMIC EFFECTS OF GHRELIN IN ENERGY HOMEOSTASIS 

 

In the brain, GHSR1a is highly expressed in the hypothalamus, ventral tegmental area, 

predominantly in dopaminergic neurons, and hippocampus, being therefore associated with food 

intake, motivation and drive to ingest food and learning and memory performance [31, 58, 59]. 

Within the hypothalamus, arcuate nucleus’ agouti-related peptide (AgRP)/neuropeptide Y (NPY)-

expressing neurons display the higher density of GHSR1a expression, but proopiomelanocortin 

neurons also express the receptor, however, in a lower extent [31]. GHSR1a belongs to the family 

of G-protein coupled receptors, and thus, after ghrelin binding, suffers alterations in the 

conformation of the intracellular domains, and activates G proteins through exchange of 

guanosine bi- for guanosine tri-phosphate in the α subunit. GHSR1a is a multifaceted receptor, 

since it can activate a variety of signalling cascades [60] (Figure 5).  

Activation of Gq protein leads to phospholipase C activation and consequent diacylglycerol and 

inositol (1,4,5) triphosphate formation, leading to protein kinase C activation and Ca2+ release 

from the endoplasmic reticulum, respectively. The most well described result from this signalling 

pathway is growth hormone secretion from the anterior pituitary [60]. Beyond activating the 

classical pathways involving Akt and mitogen-activated protein kinases, the complex ghrelin-

GHSR1a was also described to activate AMPK in both arcuate and ventromedial nucleus. Such 

event contributes to fatty acid oxidation, thus fulfilling the bioenergetic needs for sustained 

AgRP/NPY activity [58, 60]. 
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Figure 5 – Molecular mechanisms downstream GHSR1a activation. Activation of GHSR1a results in 

AMPK activation, Ca2+ release and PKC activation, that in turn leads to the stimulation of MAPKs pathway. 

Akt pathway is also activated. AMPK, MAPK and Akt induce transcription of NPY and AgRP. 

 

One common result of the activation of aforementioned pathways is the transcription of both NPY 

and AgRP [61]. Evidences also point to a ghrelin-dependent mammalian target of rapamycin 

(mTOR) activation, which can come up as a contradictory evidence since AMPK is a major 

negative regulator of mTOR [60]. Despite the molecular mechanisms underlying the interaction 

of GHSR1a and mTOR are still unknown, it was shown in rats, that ghrelin administration elicited 

upregulation of mTOR mainly in the arcuate nucleus, and that, inhibition with rapamycin 

attenuated ghrelin’s orexigenic effect [62]. Such might suggest that ghrelin-GHSR1a complex 

may be able to differentially activate either AMPK or mTOR, depending of the hypothalamic nuclei 

and/or the energetic profile. Ghrelin, in opposition to the anorexigenic gut-derived hormones GLP-

1, PYY and CCK, stimulates arcuate nucleus’ AgRP/NPY-expressing neurons, which directly 

synapse on proopiomelanocortin neurons or activate inhibitory interneurons that innervate them, 

thus resulting in attenuated secretion of alpha melanocyte-stimulating hormone (α-MSH) [31, 61] 

(Figure 6). The concurrent activation and upregulation of NPY and AgRP (but mainly NPY) and 

AgRP-mediated inhibition of melanocortin signals, both directly and indirectly, mediates ghrelin-

induced increase in food intake [61] (Figure 6). Ghrelin’s orexigenic effect is GHSR1a-dependent, 
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since ablation of the receptor, in mice, leads to unaltered food intake upon ghrelin administration, 

when in comparison to the increased nutrient intake seen in wild-type littermates [63]. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6 – Ghrelin opposes anorexigenic signals in the hypothalamus. Ghrelin, in opposition to the 

other gut-derived but, anorexigenic hormones (GLP-1, CCK and PYY), leads to the stimulation of orexigenic 

neurons, and thus, to an inhibition of melanocortin signals. BBB- Blood brain barrier; MCR- Melanocortin 

receptors; POMC – Proopiomelanocortin neuron. 

NPY, also known to be involved in the regulation of metabolism and energy homeostasis, may 

act through six subtypes of receptors (Y1 – Y6). Differentially truncated NPY peptides, generated 

essentially by DPP-4 through hydrolysis of the post-proline bond between positions 2 and 3, bind 

with different affinity to the various receptor subtypes. For instance, while NPY is thought to bind 

preferentially to Y1 or Y5 receptors, NPY3-36 is a high affinity endogenous ligand of Y2 instead 

[64]. Y receptors are all coupled to a Gi protein, leading to decreased cyclic adenosine 

monophosphate production. Y1 and Y5 receptors seem to be the subtypes mainly involved in 

mediating orexigenic effects. In fact, Nguyen et al. conducted a study in mice with a double 

knockout (KO) for Y1 and Y5 receptors that revealed that food intake mechanisms depend on 

both receptors [65]. 
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b. ACYLATION: A CRUCIAL STEP FOR GHRELIN ACTIVATION 

 

The uniqueness of this gut hormone is not only dependent on the events that it determines, 

starting way before, right after the transcription of the preproghrelin gene that encodes for both 

the 28 and 23 amino acid peptides, ghrelin and obestatin, respectively. Little is known regarding 

obestatin’s functions, although some authors defend it may counteract ghrelin’s orexigenic 

properties [58]. Once translated, ghrelin may suffer acylation, a sui generis modification mediated 

by ghrelin O-acyl transferase (GOAT), that consists in the addition of an octanoyl (most common) 

or dodecanoyl side chain from a fatty acid to its third serine residue [58]. GOAT is, to the date, 

the only enzyme capable of accomplish ghrelin activation, a fact that is corroborated by GOAT-

deficient mice, which present total absence of octanoylated/dodecanoylated ghrelin species [66]. 

Furthermore, Tschöp et al. and others have been confirming that the lipidic moiety that extensively 

contributes to this post-translational modification of ghrelin is mainly derived from the pool of 

ingested lipids rather than from those stored in fat reservoirs [66]. More precisely, mid chain fatty 

acids are the most reliable source, providing both C8 and C10 side chains, while being readily to 

use without being cleaved by lipases [58].  

However, in physiological conditions, non-acylated ghrelin makes up between 80-90% of total 

circulating ghrelin levels [58]. Despite being still under debate, des-acyl ghrelin has some 

recognized functions, such as contributing to glucose homeostasis and preventing muscle 

atrophy. In fact, mice overexpressing the preproghrelin gene, thus presenting increased des-acyl 

ghrelin levels, display improved glucose tolerance and insulin sensitivity [67]. However, it’s quite 

uncertain whether des-acyl ghrelin contributes to, or supresses, ghrelin’s orexigenic effect [58]. 

Nonetheless, des-acyl ghrelin is unable to activate the GHSR1a, at least in physiological 

conditions, since only acylation renders ghrelin the ability to bind and activate it. Other receptors 

des-acyl ghrelin may bind to remain unidentified [31, 58].  
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c. REGULATION OF GHRELIN SECRETION 

 

Ghrelin is mainly secreted by X/A-like cells located in the mucosa of the stomach’s gastric fundus, 

which are of the closed type, not directly contacting with luminal nutrients. Within the gut, ghrelin-

producing cells are also found in the duodenum, where they are believed to be the opened-type, 

thus having direct access to gut lumen nutrients [58]. Ghrelin plasmatic levels are elevated during 

fasting and its secretion is attributed to sympathetic innervation-dependent β-adrenergic 

receptors activation in X/A-like cells. Ghrelin’s release can also be stimulated by gut motility that 

is triggered by external food cues, such as smell or taste [47, 58]. During and after food intake, 

circulating ghrelin total levels decrease in proportion to the caloric intake, due nutrient uptake-

induced somatostatin and gastrin release that decreases gastric ghrelin secretion [47, 58]. Thus, 

the regulation of ghrelin secretion seems to be dependent, at a first stage (fasting) on sympathetic 

nervous system activation, while is suppression appears to be essentially commanded by other 

gut-derived peptides involved in nutrient digestion. Interestingly, anorexigenic hormones, highly 

involved in the regulation of energy homeostasis, and that oppose ghrelin’s effect, have no 

particular effect on its secretion [58]. Depending on the diet, ghrelin levels attenuation may be 

more, or less, pronounced, since a study in healthy individuals showed that a high-protein 

breakfast resulted in a more marked decrease in ghrelin concentration than an equally caloric 

high-carbohydrate one [68]. Nonetheless, lipids are the weakest macronutrient at suppressing 

postprandial ghrelin levels [58].  

Recently, Tschöp et al. unexpectedly found out that fasting triggers a sharp secretion of the non-

acylated form of ghrelin, whereas acyl ghrelin levels remained constant over a 36-hour fasting, in 

mice [66]. It is to say that this is one of the few reports that discriminates between the acylated 

and non-acylated ghrelin’s blood levels, since the vast majority only addresses total ghrelin levels. 

This may mean that, at least in mice, the so well accepted increase in ghrelin levels during fasting 

might actually reflect a major increase in des-acyl ghrelin levels rather than a raise in the acylated 

form. The relatively recent discovery of the GOAT/ghrelin system and the complexity and 

uniqueness of the acylation process might have been contributing to the report mostly of ghrelin 

total levels.  
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d. GHRELIN, BEYOND A HUNGER HORMONE 

 

Obesity usually results from an unbalance between energy intake and consumption. Such 

misalignment may be the outcome from an interplay of genetic and environmental factors and 

ultimately, a failure of the body's homeostatic mechanisms that control food intake and energy 

expenditure, combined which excess fat storage [31]. The obesity-associated hyperphagic 

behaviour is critically governed by the antagonism between AgRP/NPY neurons and 

proopiomelanocortin neurons, and in fact, there is some evidence that these mechanisms may 

not be totally functional in the context of this pathology. Gao et al. revealed that in diet-induced 

obese Sprague–Dawley rats, hypothalamic NPY and AgRP expression was increased, 

suggesting a probable increase in ghrelin-induced food intake [69]. As aforementioned in chapter 

III., MetS and obese subjects present lower fasting ghrelin total levels than lean controls, the 

same being verified in diet-induced obese mice [33, 35, 70], which, at first, may seem 

incompatible with increased NPY/AgRP expression. Nonetheless, the permanent positive energy 

balance characteristic of obesity might be an explanation for the reduction in fasting ghrelin levels. 

However, some evidences point to an increase in fasting acylated ghrelin in human obesity and 

T2DM, with concomitant reduction in the des-acyl ghrelin form [79]. Since des-acyl ghrelin 

concentration in plasma is usually around 95% of total ghrelin, that accounts for the reduction in 

total ghrelin levels that most authors claim to happen.  

In the post-prandial state, both patients and obese rodents show an incapacity for decreasing 

ghrelin levels [33, 35, 70] as seen in healthy controls, which is thought to lead to an inefficient 

suppression in appetite. However, obese individuals with binge-eating disorder, present an even 

harsher decline in fasting but not in postprandial ghrelin levels than those observed in obese non-

binge eaters, which suggests that, intriguingly, ghrelin levels might come as consequence of 

overeating instead of actually being a contributor to increase in food intake, as previously thought 

[71].  

Tschöp et al. gathered important piece of evidence that question the narrow view of ghrelin simply 

as a hunger hormone. Unexpectedly, fasting was shown to trigger a sharp secretion of the non-

acylated form of ghrelin, whereas acyl ghrelin levels remained constant over a 36-hour fasting, in 

mice [65]. Furthermore, the authors verified that GOAT gene (Mboat4) expression was reduced 
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in fasted animals when compared to ad libitum-fed ones, and GOAT/ghrelin transgenic mice do 

not present increased food consumption [66]. Following the same rational, ghrelin KO models 

lack significant alterations in food intake and the same is verified under adult-onset ablation of 

ghrelin cells [72], whereas GHSR1a deficient mice show hypophagia [58]. Considering these 

results, one may argue that GHSR1a may be able to induce feeding independently of ghrelin 

activation or ghrelin acylation may be dependent of dietary signals. 

Accordingly, another intriguing finding was that ghrelin acylation is highly dependent on diet-

derived medium-chain fatty acids, but not from those stored in fat depots [66]. Furthermore, 

ghrelin/GOAT overexpressing mice fail to generate acyl ghrelin species under a low-fat diet chow 

[58], highlighting the dependence of GOAT-mediated acylation on readily available fatty acids. If 

the bulk of acyl ghrelin is released upon fasting, as early research suggested, the processes of 

ghrelin acylation and secretion cannot be simultaneously regulated.  

Altogether, such evidences raise awareness to a novel perspective in ghrelin’s involvement in 

energy homeostasis. One cannot call in doubt ghrelin’s orexigenic effects and the classical view 

of ghrelin as a hunger hormone, but such might be an event exclusively of short-term fasting, as 

suggested by the decrease in GOAT gene expression and unaltered acyl ghrelin levels during 

longer periods. Apparently and surprisingly, the GOAT/ghrelin axis seems to behave as a 

metabolic sensor of lipids, with acyl side chain groups being conferred by dietary fatty acids. 

Furthermore, ghrelin was shown to induce GLP-1 secretion (in vitro and in vivo), that in turn 

initiates a rigorous anabolic program by stimulating insulin secretion. As described in chapter III., 

fasting ghrelin and postprandial GLP-1 levels are reduced in human obesity, and a study as 

uncovered that ghrelin administration rescues GLP-1 post-prandial plasmatic levels in obese mice 

[73]. This newly proposed role of ghrelin is even more credible when taking in consideration the 

other well-known effects of ghrelin, such as growth hormone secretion, hepatic lipogenesis and, 

as it will be covered bellow, adiposity [58, 73]. In fact, it seems unreasonable that organisms 

would invest in growth and nutrient storage during food-deprivation periods. Thus, it is imperative 

to understand precisely the functions of both acyl and des-acyl ghrelin, the relation between 

ghrelin secretion and post-translational modification (acylation), and dissect such effects in an 

energetic-status dependent manner, since ghrelin seems to be involved in both the preparation 
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of the organism for incoming food/feeding, but also in the sensing of nutrients after a lipid-rich 

meal.     

 

e. GHRELIN/NPY-AXIS EFFECTS IN ADIPOSE TISSUE 

 

The GHSR1a is not only expressed in the brain, but also in the periphery. For instance, there is 

evidence for its expression essentially in the stomach, liver, kidney and also in AT [74]. In 

similarity, NPY receptor Y1/Y2/Y5 subtypes are also expressed in the AT [75, 76]. As 

aforementioned, ghrelin has a preponderant effect in adiposity, that is not necessarily associated 

with its food intake stimulatory effect. Theander-Carrillo et al. showed that central ghrelin 

administration, in mice, was able to stimulate enzymes involved in lipogenesis, independently of 

food intake, thus leading to triglyceride storage in white adipocytes and weight gain. Furthermore, 

the authors used a triple KO mice model for β-adrenergic receptors to demonstrate a sympathetic 

innervation dependence in central ghrelin-mediated adipose tissue metabolism regulation [77]. 

Years later, a similar study but in animals maintained in high fat diet, revealed that this diet was 

capable of blocking hyperphagia but not WAT lipogenesis, suggesting, that the lipogenic role of 

ghrelin is governed independently of its orexigenic activity [78]. Furthermore, such result might 

reflect a protective mechanism to promote tissue expansion in order to avoid ectopic fat 

accumulation, at least at an early stage. Given the tight regulation between AT growth and 

increased vascularization, it would be interesting to understand if central ghrelin administration 

induces AT angiogenesis, and how. These findings supporting ghrelin’s activation of AT lipogenic 

genetic machinery independently of hunger/feeding regulation, reinforce a probable role of ghrelin 

as an energetic sensor. 

Ghrelin is able to directly influence AT metabolism and behaviour. Both acylated and des-acyl 

forms of ghrelin (10-15 to 10-7 mol/L) increase PPARγ expression in human VAT adipocytes and 

in 3T3-L1 cells, a murine cell line of pre-adipocytes, thus stimulating adipogenesis [79, 80]. 

Furthermore, stimulation of human adipocytes undergoing differentiation, with both forms of 

ghrelin, in a range of concentrations that contains those found in subjects with or without obesity 

and T2DM, resulted in SREBP1 activation, increased expression of lipoprotein lipase and 
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lipogenic enzymes and reduced glycerol outflow [79]. However, in human SAT adipocytes, ghrelin 

administration (0.1 to 1000 ng/mL or 3 x 10-11 to 3 x 10-7 mol/L) led to a decrease in PPARγ [81]. 

A possible explanation might be a differential effect of ghrelin according to the depot origin of the 

adipocytes, either VAT or SAT. Nonetheless, ghrelin effects’ in 3T3-L1 cell line are also 

incoherent among studies, with some evidences pointing at a possible inhibition of PPARγ-

induced adipogenesis at the concentration of 0.1, 10 and 1000 ng/mL. Ghrelin-induced adiposity 

is a GHSR1a-dependent effect, since ablation of the receptor resulted in decreased body weight 

due to loss of fat mass and downregulation in adipogenesis-related genes. Nonetheless, such 

effects might also occur through non-GHSR1a-related mechanisms, since des-acyl ghrelin also 

induced adipogenesis while lacking the ability to activate it. GHSR1a ablation also resulted in 

improved insulin sensitivity, thus protecting against insulin resistance, while decreasing AT 

lipogenesis and adipocyte’s area [82]. Furthermore, Rodríguez et al. found out that acylated and 

des-acyl ghrelin could play an anti-inflammatory role by decreasing both TNF-α-induced 

apoptosis and autophagy in human adipocytes through reduction of the activation of caspase-8 

and caspase-3 and downregulation of genes involved in autophagy [83]. However, evidence 

gathered in GHSR1a KO aged mice models suggests, in contrary, a pro-inflammatory role for 

ghrelin in AT, since it was reported a decreased WAT inflammation and macrophage recruitment 

in the absence of the receptor [84]. 

NPY was described to be an antifibrotic agent in obese mice AT. Through activation of Y1 

receptor, NPY leads to decreased fibronectin and collagen, even upon transforming growth factor 

β stimulation, thus preventing obesity-associated fibrosis [85]. Adipogenesis seems also to be 

favoured by NPY, but essentially through Y2 receptor activation instead. Stressor factors, 

combined with a high fat diet, induce NPY release, that in turn leads to NPY/Y2R upregulation in 

WAT, and adipocyte proliferation and differentiation. Ultimately, such conditions led, in mice, to 

the development of obesity and, few months later, MetS [76]. Rosmaninho-Salgado and 

colleagues showed that NPY-induced adipogenesis was dependent not only in Y2R, but also 

Y5R-mediated PPARγ increased expression in 3T3-L1 cells [75]. 

α-MSH from both circulation and sympathetic neurons is a potent lipolytic inducer in adipocytes 

through activation of melanocortin receptor 5, leading also to the suppression of re-esterification 
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and adipogenesis. In antagonism with NPY and ghrelin, the melanocortin system results in 

decreased fat mass and, consequently, weight loss [86]. 

Altogether, these data suggest that the opposite hypothalamic actions displayed by NPY and α-

MSH in controlling food intake may also be relevant in the context of AT metabolism regulation. 

Furthermore, ghrelin may, as well be an interesting target for obesity/MetS by allowing regulation 

of this antagonistic relationship and a direct modulation of AT biology and behaviour, in similarity 

to its role in the arcuate nucleus that favours NPY-dependent activity over melanocortin-

dependent one. 

 

f.   GHRELIN/NPY-AXIS IN THE REGULATION OF ANGIOGENESIS 

 

Endothelial cell dysfunction is a major contributor for angiogenesis impairment, and, therefore, 

for improper AT remodelling. Ghrelin has been implicated in the avoidance of endothelial cells 

apoptosis. Zhao et al. showed that ghrelin prevents high-glucose-induced human umbilical 

vascular endothelial cells (HUVECs) apoptosis, through inhibition of caspase 3 [87]. Furthermore, 

acylated ghrelin was implied in the protection of HUVECs from apoptosis through mTOR 

activation and upon GHSR1a binding [88]. Thus, such evidences may suggest an indirect role for 

ghrelin in ameliorating angiogenesis, through the prevention of apoptosis-derived endothelial 

dysfunction.  

Nonetheless, some studies have also been elucidating a direct action of ghrelin in the regulation 

of angiogenesis. Katare et al. conducted a study where they found that acylated ghrelin 

administration leads to an increase in angiogenesis in a hindlimb ischemia mice model [89]. 

Similar findings were presented by Wang et al., but through induction of a myocardial infarction 

in a diabetic animal model, in which ghrelin improved angiogenesis. Ghrelin-GHSR1a interaction 

results in increased AMPK/nitric oxide signals, through upregulation of VEGF and HIF-1α [90]. 

Studies in human microvascular endothelial cells (HMVECs) also corroborate the stimulatory 

effects of ghrelin in cell migration and angiogenesis, at physiological concentrations [91].  

Recently, a study revealed that GHSR1a KO mice present decreased AT mass and vascularity. 

Moreover, ghrelin was a significant angiogenesis inducer, in both HUVECs and bone marrow-
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derived endothelial progenitor cells from wild-type mice, through the activation of GHRS1a-

dependent extracellular regulated protein kinases signalling pathway. Deletion of the receptor 

caused ghrelin’s inability to induce such protein phosphorylation on endothelial cells, and thus, 

inability to induce the angiogenic process [92]. Nonetheless, in this study, GHRS1a deletion was 

not conditional, meaning that hypothalamic ablation of the receptor could result in decreased food 

intake, and probably, a consequent loss of weight and fat mass in the KO mice. Thus, the 

decrease in adipose tissue vascularity could be a secondary outcome resultant from decreased 

food intake-induced shrinkage of fat depots rather than due to local inability of ghrelin-GHSR1a-

mediated angiogenesis. Nevertheless, the involvement of ghrelin in tumour growth and injury 

healing suggests a probable role in angiogenesis [91]. 

However, in contrary to this study, several other studies failed to observe such proangiogenic 

effect of ghrelin [93-95]. Matrigel plug injection in SAT, in the presence or absence of acylated 

ghrelin, showed no effects in the angiogenic response of the tissue either in obese or lean mice 

[95]. Some authors even deny the existence of a proangiogenic role mediated by ghrelin. For 

instance, in human coronary artery endothelial cells, ghrelin seems to inhibit oxidized low-density 

lipoprotein-induced angiogenesis [96]. Conconi et al., also showed that ghrelin could inhibit 

fibroblast growth factor-2-mediated angiogenesis in HUVECs and in the chick embryo 

chorioallantoic membrane [97].  

Despite seeming controversial, these evidences may suggest that ghrelin regulates angiogenesis 

according to the cell type, thus exerting a pro or anti angiogenic action. In fact, the majority of 

these studies used different concentrations of ghrelin either in physiological or supraphysiological 

doses, and during different incubation times, that may lead to different angiogenic responses, 

even when in the same cellular type. Furthermore, the majority of these studies did not assess 

the effect of des-acyl ghrelin in regulating angiogenesis. Another limitation, is that, some studies 

did not address the dependence in GHSR1a, or in any other target of ghrelin, upon its 

administration. 

The hypothalamic target of ghrelin, NPY, is also known to stimulate endothelial cells proliferation 

and migration, and is a strong angiogenesis inducer, either in vitro and in vivo models. In 

HUVECs, such effects seem to be mediated by Y1, Y2 and Y5 receptors [98]. Kuo et al., provided 

evidence for a proangiogenic role of NPY in mice AT, triggered by a combination of stress and 
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high-fat diet-induced increase in glucocorticoids in the tissue, upregulating both NPY and Y2 

receptor [76]. Furthermore, and opposing to what was expected, the sympathetic nerves were 

not the main source of NPY in AT, and the cells that account for the significant expression of NPY 

in AT were not yet identified [76].  

Overall, ghrelin’s effect in the regulation of adipose tissue angiogenesis remains controversial 

and further research needs to approach this aspect in order to understand what is the role of this 

hormone in the adipo-vascular coupling regulation, as well as, investigate a possible involvement 

of NPY-dependent mechanisms. 
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SCIENTIFIC FRAMEWORK 

The awareness of AT as multifactorial tissue capable of communicating with several organs, 

especially the insulin-sensitive ones, rather than just a lipid storage depot, opened several doors 

of investigation and answered some questions regarding the pathophysiology of metabolic 

diseases. In particular, AT dysfunction proved to be a crucial contributor to the onset and 

development of MetS and T2DM. Another hallmark of MetS is the dysregulation of the gut 

secretome (Figure 4). The putative gut-AT crosstalk gains a special relevance knowing that gut 

hormones are acknowledged to regulate AT metabolism, plasticity and endocrine behaviour 

[Reviewed by Rosendo-Silva 2020, 45], thus highlighting their determinant role in controlling 

overall metabolism. Given the escalating prevalence and hazardous risk that MetS and T2DM 

comply to the human life it is urgent to understand how this crosstalk works and how it is 

jeopardized in the disease context.  

Metabolic surgery is one of the most recurrent therapeutics for MetS/T2DM, and in particular VSG 

is one of the most popular and effective procedures. In the last few years our group has 

demonstrated that VSG is able to ameliorate AT dysfunction, in Goto-Kakizaki (GK) rats with 

T2DM, partly by improving AT microvasculature and increasing angiogenesis [50]. Moreover, 

VSG-operated rats presented a marked decrease in postprandial total ghrelin levels, thus shifting 

towards a normalization of the usual secretion profile characteristic of healthy animals and 

subjects [46]. 

Ghrelin stimulates adipogenesis, thus contributing to the growth of AT, either via sympathetic 

mechanisms or through a direct action in AT, an effect that seems compatible with the acylation 

of ghrelin that happens at the expense of dietary fatty acids and acts a signal of hypercaloric diets 

[58, 66]. AT expansion needs to be tightly synchronized with a proper rearrangement in the 

vascularization. The involvement of ghrelin in angiogenesis has been addressed in some models, 

but however, there’s still a lot of controversy, and a lack of attribution of such effects to the 

different forms of ghrelin. Similarly, the hypothalamic target of ghrelin, NPY, is also acknowledged 

to be an adipogenic inducer and is described to induce angiogenesis, but when stimulated by 

stress and a high-fat diet consumption [76]. 

Given the hypothalamic interaction between ghrelin/GHSR1a and NPY to induce food intake, we 

hypothesised that, in the AT, the adipo-vascular coupling might be, as well, regulated by ghrelin 
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through an NPY-dependent mechanism, an axis that would ultimately contribute to the 

coordinated response that drives AT adaptation after metabolic surgery, and that might contribute, 

at least in part, to the resolution of T2DM and decreased risk of CVD. 

Considering the already known roles of ghrelin in AT, as well as the restoration of its levels after 

VSG to those found in healthy animal models, we wondered whether ghrelin/NPY axis was altered 

in VAT of obese individuals with or without MetS, obtained through a collaboration with Centro 

Hospitalar e Universitário de Coimbra – Hospital Geral – Covões.  

 

MAIN OBJECTIVE 

To study the putative alterations of ghrelin/NPY-axis in the AT of obese patients with several 

degrees of insulin resistance and metabolic dysregulation, as well as the involvement of 

ghrelin/NPY in tissue microvasculature and expansion. 

 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 

i. Characterization of ghrelin/NPY-axis in WAT from obese individuals with several degrees 

of insulin resistance and metabolic dysregulation; 

ii. Characterization of ghrelin/NPY-axis in WAT from animal models submitted to VSG; 

iii. Determine the effects of ghrelin and des-acyl ghrelin in adipocytes in vitro; 

iv. Determine the effect of ghrelin and des-acyl ghrelin in angiogenesis in HMVECs; 
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REAGENTS 

Unless stated elsewhere, all reagents and common products were bought from Sigma - Merck 

(USA) and Fisher Scientific - Thermo Fisher Scientific (USA). 

 

ANTIBODIES 

Calnexin (AB0037, Sicgen, Portugal), GHSR1a, DPPIV, NPY2R (ab85104, ab129060, ab31894, 

Abcam, Cambridge, United Kingdom), GAPDH (AB0049-20, Sicgen, Portugal), PPARγ (#2443, 

Cell Signaling, USA), NPY1R (6732-0150, Bio-Rad, California, EUA). 

 
Table 1 - Primary antibodies used in Western Blotting. 
 

 
 

IN VITRO STUDY 

Materials 

3T3-L1 pre-adipocytes were a kind gift from Professor Claúdia Cavadas and obtained from the 

American type Culture Collection – LGC Promochem (Barcelona, Spain); HMVECs were a kind 

gift from Instituto de Biofísica, Faculdade de Medicina da Universidade de Coimbra. Fetal Bovine 

Serum was purchased from Gibco (Barcelona, Spain) and Dubecco’s Modified Eagles Medium 

high glucose from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA). Endothelial Growth Medium was purchased from 

Lonza (Illinois, USA). Cell plates were obtained from Corning (Tewksbury, Massachusetts, USA); 

Insulin, 3-isobutyl-1-methylxanthine (IBMX), dexamethasone, Oil Red O staining and isopropanol 

were obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, Missouri, USA). 
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CELL CULTURE, DIFFERENTIATION AND TREATMENT OF 3T3-L1 CELLS 

3T3-L1 Culture 

3T3-L1 preadipocytes were received as a kind gift from Professor Claúdia Cavadas and were 

cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagles Medium (DMEM) high glucose supplemented with 1% 

antibiotic/antimycotic (Gibco, Barcelona, Spain) and sodium pyruvate (Gibco, Barcelona, Spain) 

at 400 mM, pH 7.4, in a 5% CO2 95% air atmosphere incubator. The cells reached complete 

confluence after 48 hours of culture. 

3T3-L1 Viability 

3T3-L1 preadipocytes were seeded in a 96-well plate with a density of 2 × 104/well in 10% 

FBS/DMEM medium. After 24 hours, preadipocytes were added 0.1, 1, 10, 30 and 100 ng/ml 

ghrelin (Tocris, Bristol, United Kingdom) or des-acyl ghrelin (Tocris, Bristol, United Kingdom). 

Twenty-four hours later, the Alamar blue assay was performed. The medium was replaced by a 

solution of Dulbecco’s Modified Eagles Medium high glucose/10% Fetal Bovine Serum with 10% 

of resazurin (0.1 mg·mL−1) and cells were incubated overnight. All samples were assayed in 

triplicate, and each experiment was repeated at least three times. Afterwards, the absorbances 

at 570 and 600 nm were measured with an ELISA reader (Synergy HT - Biotek, USA). The data 

obtained by the Gen5 program was used to calculate cell viability, according to the following 

equation: 

Cell Viability = 
(𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒570−𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒600)𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠

(𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒570−𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒600) 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 
 x 100 

 

3T3-L1 Differentiation 

Preadipocytes were seeded in multi-well plates according to the assay to be performed. After 

reaching confluence (usually after 2/3 days), the medium was removed and replaced for fresh 

one supplemented with the differentiation cocktail: IBMX (0.5 mM), insulin (10 µg/mL) and 

dexamethasone (1 µM) (day 0). At the third day, the medium was removed and replaced for fresh 

one supplemented with the respective drugs, yet without the differentiation cocktail (day 3). Two 

days after (day 5), the medium was renewed as in day 3 and the cells were harvested or stained 

at day 7 (Figure 7). Control condition cells were those incubated with IBMX and dexamethasone 

at day 0 and then only with non-supplemented fresh medium on the following days. 
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The positive control were cells that at days 0, 3 and 5 were supplemented with insulin (10 µg/mL). 

In order to assess ghrelin’s effect in adipogenesis, pre-adipocytes were incubated with growing 

concentrations of ghrelin and des-acyl ghrelin (0.1, 1, 10, 30 and 100 ng/ml) and with GHSR1a 

or GOAT inhibitors, D-Lys3-GHRP-6 (DLS) (1 µM) (Abcam, Cambridge, United Kingdom) and 

GO-CoA-Tat (1 µM) (Phoenix Pharmaceuticals, Belmont, California, USA), respectively. 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 7 – Timeline for 3T3-L1 pre-adipocytes differentiation and experiments. After reaching 

confluency cells were added differentiation cocktail (day 0). At days 3 and 5 cells were 

treated/supplemented, and harvested for Western Blot or stained with Oil Red O at day 7.  

 

WESTERN BLOTTING OF CELLULAR EXTRACTS 

Cells were seeded in 6-well plates and submitted to the differentiation protocol. At day 7, cells 

were washed with ice-cold phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and disrupted in lysis buffer (0.25 M 

Tris-HCl, 125 mM NaCl, 1% Triton-X-100, 0.5% SDS, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 20 mM NaF, 

2 mM Na3VO4, 10 mM β-glycerophosphate, 2.5 mM sodium pyrophosphate, 10 mM 

phenylmethylsulfonyl, and 40 μL of protease inhibitor, pH 7.7). Afterwards, cells underwent 3 

cycles of freezing/thawing and were sonicated (5 seconds at 50% amplitude) and centrifuged at 

14,000 rpm at 4ºC during 20 minutes. The supernatant was collected and protein concentration 

was determined by the bicinchoninic acid method (Alfa Aesar, USA). Samples were added 2x 

Laemmli buffer (62.5 mM Tris-HCl, 10% glycerol, 2% SDS, 5% β-mercaptoethanol, 0.01% 

bromophenol blue, pH 6.8), re-sonicated and boiled at 95ºC for 3 minutes. Vertical electrophoresis 

was carried in 8% polyacrylamide gel with the following composition: resolving (0.75 M Tris-HCl, 

0.2% SDS, pH 8.8), stacking (0.25 M Tris-HCl, 0.2% SDS, pH 6.8) plus acrylamide, Milli-Q water, 

ammonium persulfate and tetramethlyethylenediamine. Electrophoresis system (Bio-Rad, USA) 
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was filled with running buffer (125 mM Tris-base, 480 Mm glycine, 1% SDS, pH 8.8), equal 

amounts of protein were loaded, as well as a protein standard (GRiSP, Research Solutions, 

Portugal), and voltage was kept constant during protein migration (120 V). SDS-polyacrylamide 

gels were transferred electrophoretically to polyvinilydene difluoride membranes (GRiSP, 

Research Solutions, Portugal) at 750 mA for 2 hours after being activated in methanol, hydrated 

in Milli-Q water and washed 15 minutes in transfer buffer (50 mM CAPS, 2% NaOH, 10% 

methanol, pH 11). Afterwards, membranes were blocked for 2 hours in 5% albumin in wash buffer 

(250 mM Tris, 1.5 mM NaCl pH=7.6 plus 0.5% Tween20), incubated overnight with primary 

specific antibodies (Table1) and then probed with biotin-conjugated specific antibodies for 2 hours 

at room temperature. Antibodies were diluted in wash buffer plus 0.01% Tween20 and 1% bovine 

serum albumin. Membranes were revealed through chemiluminescent method using a ECL 

substrate 1:1 (Advansta, EUA) and the luminescence detection system VersaDoc with Quantity 

One software (BioRad, Hercules, CA, USA) or ImageQuant LAS500 Software (GE Healthcare, 

United Kingdom). Image Lab software (Bio Rad, USA) was used for image data processing. 

 

OIL RED O STAINING  

Cells were seeded in 96-well plates and submitted to the differentiation protocol. At day 7, cells 

were washed with PBS and fixed with p-formaldehyde 4% for 30 minutes at room temperature. 

During this step, the Oil Red O working solution was prepared from a stock solution (0.5% Oil 

Red O in 100% isopropanol), by mixing 6 parts of stock with 4 parts of distilled water, followed by 

filtration in a 0.2 µm syringe filter. Cells were re-washed twice with PBS and then once with 

distilled water, and added 60% isopropanol for 5 minutes. Staining with Oil Red O was carried for 

30 minutes in a plate shaker at room temperature, after removing the isopropanol. Cells were 

washed with distilled water to remove excess staining and the wells dried, in order to extract Oil 

Red O with 100% isopropanol. All samples were assayed in triplicate, and each experiment was 

repeated at least three times. Afterwards, the absorbances at 492 nm were measured with an 

ELISA reader (Synergy HT - Biotek, USA). The data obtained by the Gen5 program.    
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CELL CULTURE AND TREATMENT OF HUMAN MICROVASCULAR ENDOTHELIAL CELLS 

HMVECs Culture 

HMVECs were cultured in Endothelial Growth Medium supplemented according the manufacturer 

recommendations, in a 5% CO2 95% air atmosphere incubator. The cells reached complete 

confluence after 48 hours of culture. 

 HMEVCs Viability 

HMVECs were seeded in a 96-well plate with a density of 2 × 104/well in Endothelial Growth 

Medium. The rest of the protocol was the exact one described above for 3T3-L1 cells. 

 

IN VIVO STUDY 

ANIMALS AND SURGICAL PROCEDURES 

One-month old Wistar (W) and GK rats from local breeding colonies were housed in a controlled 

environment with day-night cycles of 12 h, temperature between 22–24 °C, and a relative humidity 

of 50–60%. Animals had ad libitum access to water and to either standard rat chow (AO3, Charles 

River, SAFE, France) (SD) or high-caloric diet (AO3- derived) enriched with sucrose (20%) and 

fat (20%) (HCD) (Charles River, SAFE, France). At 4 months old part of the group GKHCD was 

subdivided in: sham surgery (GKHCD_Sh) or sleeve gastrectomy (GKHCD_Sl) (Figure 8). The 

animals assigned to surgery were operated under intramuscular anesthesia using ketamine (75 

mg/kg body weight, Pfizer Inc., New York, USA) and chlorpromazine (3 mg/kg body weight, 

Laboratórios Vitória, Amadora, Portugal). The abdomen was shaved and the skin prepped with a 

4 % polividone-iodine solution (MEDA Pharma, Lisbon, Portugal). A midline incision was 

performed and the abdominal cavity entered. VSG was achieved by dissection of the greater 

curvature including the lower part of the stomach and the aglandular forestomach with ligation of 

the short gastric vessels, accordingly to a technique described before [99]. The stomach was 

sectioned over a bulldog clamp to fashion the gastric sleeve. The operative specimen, including 

most of the forestomach, was removed. The gastric wound was closed with a continuous 

invaginating extramucosal suture with a 4/0 midterm absorbable synthetic glyconate 

monofilament thread. Animals assigned to the sham operation were incised in the anterior gastric 

wall. To resemble a more complex surgical technique, an interval of 20 min was observed before 

closing the gastric incision with a continuous extramucosal technique, as described above. At 6 
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months old, the animals were sacrificed by cervical displacement and peri epididymal white 

adipose tissue (pEAT) was collected, cleaned, weighted, and immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen 

to be stored at -80 °C to perform Western Blotting analysis. The study protocol regarding the use 

of laboratory animals was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Medicine of the 

University of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal. 

 

 

Figure 8 - In vivo studies experimental design. Wistars rats were fed standard diet. Goto-Kakizaki rats 

were fed either standard or high caloric diet. At 4 months of age part of diet-induced obese Goto-Kakizaki 

rats were submitted either to sleeve gastrectomy or sham surgery. 

 

WESTERN BLOTTING OF TISSUE HOMOGENATES 

Recurring to dry ice to avoid thawing, 150 mg of pEAT were collected and homogenised in 0.5 

mL of lysis buffer in Tissue Lyser II (Qiagen, Germany). The lysates were cleared by centrifugation 

for 15 minutes at 14000 rpm, 4ºC, allowing a separation of the fat (top layer) from the protein 

fraction (supernatant) and from the membranes and nucleic acids present on the pellet. The 

supernatant was collected and the following protocol is the same as the one described above for 

the cellular extracts. 

 

HUMAN STUDY 

PATIENT SELECTION AND CHARACTERIZATION  

A cohort of patients with obesity with or without diabetes aged from 25 to 65 years was recruited 

from the obesity surgery consultation at the Hospital Geral de Coimbra (Covões) to participate on 

a prospective longitudinal study entitled “Estudo Anatomo-Morfológico do Tecido Adiposo na 

Obesidade”. The study was approved by the Ethical Committee of Centro Hospitalar e 
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Universitário de Coimbra and Faculdade de Medicina da Universidade de Coimbra and patients 

signed an informed consent according to the principles outlined in the Declaration of Helsinki. 

The exclusion criteria were active inflammatory and/or chronic diseases, previous submission to 

restrictive/malabsorptive surgical procedures, and T2DM medication other than metformin. 

 

CLINICAL DATA AND SAMPLE COLLECTION 

One day before surgery, fasting blood samples were collected. Serum and plasma were isolated 

and all samples were stored and kept at -80ºC. Several clinical blood parameters were evaluated 

by an automatic analyser, such as fasting glucose, insulin, glycated haemoglobin (HbA1c), 

cholesterol and triglycerides levels. Both fasting glucose and insulin levels were then used to 

calculate the percentage of insulin sensitivity and β-cell function as well as the homeostasis model 

assessment 2 insulin resistance index (Ox-HOMA2IR) (Oxford, United Kingdom). Ox-HOMA2IR 

was described by Jonathan Levy in 1998 and differs from the usual HOMA by accounting for 

variations in hepatic and peripheral insulin resistance, increases in insulin secretion curve for 

plasma glucose concentrations superior to 180 mg/dL and also the contribution of circulating 

proinsulin [100]. VAT biopsies were collected from the obese patients while undergoing metabolic 

surgery and kept in liquid nitrogen during transportation to our facilities, to be then stored at -

80ºC. All the generated clinical data was properly organized in a database in SPSS Statistics 

Software, version 24.0 (IBM, USA).   

 

SUBJECT GROUPS ASSIGNEMENT 

In total, 140 patients (113 women and 27 men) were divided in groups according to glycaemic 

profile: fasting glucose levels, HbA1c and Ox-HOMA2IR. Such subject characterization resulted 

in four different groups: 1 – insulin sensitive group (IS) (n=20), composed by individuals that were 

both IS and normoglycemic (NG) (Ox-HOMA2IR<1); 2 – insulin resistant (IR) and NG group 

(n=66), with insulin resistant patients (Ox-HOMA2IR>1) that were normoglycemic (fasting 

glucose<100 mg/dL and HbA1c<5.7%); 3 – pre diabetic group (n=34), that allocated IR patients 

with fasting glucose levels from 100 to 125mg/dL or HbA1c between 5.7 and 6.4%; 4 – T2DM 

group (n=20), constituted by IR subjects diagnosed with T2DM (fasting blood glucose above 

125mg/dL or HbA1c>6.4%). 
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TOTAL RNA EXTRACTION FROM HUMAN VISCERAL ADIPOSE TISSUE 

Total RNA from 100mg of human VAT was isolated with a RNeasy Lipid Tissue Mini Kit (Qiagen, 

Germany). Upon isolated, RNA samples were analysed by NanoDrop One/One 

spectrophotometer (ThermoFisher, Waltham, MA, USA) at 260nm to evaluate RNA concentration 

and checked for possible protein or phenol contamination. RNA samples were also analysed 

through capillary electrophoresis with an Agilent RNA 6000 Nano Kit and the results obtained with 

the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyser (Agilent Technologies, CA, USA) at Laboratório de Biomedicina 

Mitocondrial e Teranóstica, Centro de Neurociências e Biologia Celular, to provide information on 

RNA integrity.  

 

QUANTITAIVE REAL-TIME POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION USING THE HIGH-

THROUGHPUT PLATFORM BIOMARKTM HD SYSTEM    

Each RNA sample was diluted to the same concentration (25 ng/μL). Reverse transcriptase 

enzyme (1 L)  qScript cDNA super mix (Quanta BioSciences) was added to 4 L of each RNA 

sample to obtain cDNA. Each cDNA sample was pre-amplified. Briefly, 1.25 L of each cDNA 

sample was mixed with 0.5 L of a mix of pooled primers (500 nM final concentration each), 2.25 

L water and 1 L of PreAmp Master Mix enzyme (Fluidigm). Thermal cycling was performed 

according to the enzyme manufacturer for 12 cycles. The samples were then treated with 

Exonuclease I (New England Biolabs) to remove unincorporated primers. After Exonuclease 

treatment the samples were diluted 5x in TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA). For each 

sample (2.25 µL) a Pre-Mix was prepared with 2.5 µL SsoFast Eva Green Supermix (BioRad), 

0,25 µL of 20x DNA binding dye sample reagent (Fluidigm). The samples (5 l) were pipetted into 

the respective inlet of a Fluidigm® 96.96 Gene expression IFC. For each assay (gene) a mix of 

12 µL was individually prepared: 6 µL of 2x Assay loading reagent (Fluidigm), 5.4 µL of TE buffer, 

1.2 µL from a stock of 50 µM each mixed forward and reverse primers. The assays (5 µL) were 

pipetted into their respective assay inlets on the chip. The assay and sample mixes were loaded 

with the Load mix (136x) script of the HX controller (HD Biomark). After loading the chip qRT-

PCR was carried out using the BioMark HDTM, accordingly to the cycling parameters 

recommended by Fluidigm® for 96.96 Gene expression Integrated Fluidic Circuit. Data were 
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collected with Data Collection Software and were analyzed using Fluidigm® Real Time PCR 

Analysis v2.1 software. Genes with melting curves displaying more of one peak (amplification of 

non-specific products) were not included in the analysis. The data were normalized for the 

reference gene ATCB. The primers were obtained from Sigma and reconstituted to a final 

concentration of 100 µM in water. Table 2 resumes the genes and primer sequences relevant for 

this project. 

                         

Table 2 – Genes of interest and respective sense and antisense sequences. 
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THE METABOLIC HEALTHY TO UNHEALTHY STATUS TRANSITION IS PARALLEL WITH 

ADIPOSE TISSUE DYSFUNCTION 

As previously stated in the Materials and Methods section, obese subjects were assigned to 4 

different groups: 1 – insulin sensitive and normoglycemic group (IS NG) (n=20), composed by 

subjects with MHO, that presented normal fasting glycemia (86.4 ± 11.7 mg/dL), HbA1c [34.4 ± 

1.29 (5.3 ± 0.2)] and Ox-HOMA2IR (0.6 ± 0.2);  2 – insulin resistant and normoglycemic group 

(IR NG) (n=66), with insulin resistant patients with higher Ox-HOMA2IR levels (2.7 ± 1.3) that 

were normoglycemic (86.7 ± 8.3 mg/dL), with HbA1c [34.4 ± 1.29 (5.3 ± 0.2)]; 3 – pre diabetic 

group (IR Pre-Diabetic) (n=34), that allocated insulin resistant patients with increased HOMA2 

index (2.4 ± 1.2) and with increased fasting glucose levels (96.1 ± 11.6 mg/dL) or HbA1c [41 ± 

1.38 (5.9 ± 0.2)]; 4 – T2DM group (IR Diabetic) (n=20), constituted by insulin resistant subjects 

with high Ox-HOMA2IR index (3.0 ± 1.9) and diagnosed with T2DM, thus having fasting blood 

glucose above 125 mg/dL (126.3 ± 28.3 mg/dL) and HbA1c>6.4% [54.1 ± 5.33 (7.1 ± 0.7)]. The 

full characterization of patient’s metabolic parameters among the groups is detailed in Rodrigues 

et al. 2020, a recent paper published by our research group [101].   

Plasma leptin levels were similar among groups, whereas adiponectin was drastically reduced in 

group 4 in comparison to group 1 (p<0.01) and groups 2 and 3 (p<0.05) [101]. Furthermore, both 

groups 2 and 4 had increased triglycerides levels when comparing to the IS NG patients (p<0.05 

and p<0.01, respectively). Additionally, individuals from group 4 presented lower high-density 

lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol than groups 1 and 2 (p<0.001 and p<0.05, respectively), and the IR 

Pre-Diabetic group (3) lower than group 1 (p<0.05) [101].  

The hypoadiponectinemia seen in obese pre-diabetic and diabetic patients is a clear marker of 

AT dysfunction, and so are the lower HDL cholesterol and increased fasting triglycerides, 

corroborating the strong relation between AT dysfunction and the transition from MHO to MUO 

as well as the development of T2DM.  
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NPY/Y RECEPTORS SYSTEM IS ALTERED IN THE VISCERAL ADIPOSE TISSUE OF OBESE 

INSULIN RESISTANT/DIABETIC PATIENTS 

Alteration of visceral adipose tissue NPY/Y receptors system in obese subjects at several 

stages of metabolic dysregulation 

 

When analysing the expression of the Y receptors, which all bind NPY in its native or cleaved 

forms, despite with different affinity, a similar behaviour was detected in NPY1R and NPY5R. 

Both receptors were significantly increased in group 3 (IR Pre-Diabetic) in relation to insulin-

sensitive patients, and decreased then in patients of group 4 (IR Diabetic). In detail, NPY1R was 

significantly increased in group 3 (p<0.05 vs IS NG (1)) and decreased then in group 4, but when 

comparing to the IR Pre-Diabetic (3) group (p<0.05 vs IR Pre-Diabetic (3)), whereas NPY5R was 

augmented in group 3 when comparing to group 1 (p<0.05 vs IS NG (1)) and its expression was 

again reduced group 4 in comparison to both groups 2 and 3 (p<0.05 vs IR NG (2), p<0.01 vs IR 

Pre-Diabetic (3)) (Figure 9A and 9D). In contrast, NPY2R had a different expression profile 

among groups, being significantly decreased, right in the IR NG group, when comparing to group 

1 (p<0.05 vs IS NG (1)), a result that was extended also to group 3 (p<0.05 vs IS NG (1)) (Figure 

9B). Regarding PPY1R expression, or NPY4R, as often addressed, no significant alteration was 

found among the four groups (Figure 9C). The expression of the NPY gene, despite not reaching 

statistical significance, showed a tendency to decrease in the IR Pre-Diabetic group (3), in 

comparison to group 1 (p=0.067) (Figure 9E). 

Given the similar pattern of gene profile expression of NPY1R and NPY5R among the groups 

(Figure 9A and 9D), a Spearman correlation analysis was performed to access behaviour 

similarities between the different types of Y receptors (Table 3). In fact, a strong positive 

correlation was found between NPY1R and NPY5R (r= 0.870, p=.000) and PPY1R and NPY2R 

(r= 0.659, p=.000) (Table 3). Low positive correlations were found between NPY1R and PPY1R 

(r= 0.349, p=0.001) and DPP4 and PPY1R (r= 0.319, p=0.002) and an even weaker, but still 

significant, positive correlations were found in NPY versus DPP4 (r= 0.242, p=0.021). 
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Figure 9 – Gene expression profile of the NPY/Y receptors system in the VAT of obese individuals at 

different stages of metabolic dysregulation. NPY1R and NPY5R expression was significantly increased 

in pre-diabetic patients and lowered with the development and aggravation of T2DM in group 4 (A and D). 

The expression of NPY2R was decreased in insulin-resistant normoglycemic patients and in pre-diabetics 

(B). PPY1R was not altered in the different groups (C), and so was not NPY expression, despite a slight 

tendency to decrease in the pre-diabetic group (E). Data is presented as median and interquartile range per 

group, and Kruskal-Wallis comparisons were conducted to compare among the groups, since groups had 

reduced sample size (<30). p<0.05 was considered significant. & vs IS NG; $ vs IR NG; # vs IR Pre-Diabetic. 

1 symbol: p<0.05; 2 symbols: p<0.01; 3 symbols: p<0.001.   
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Table 3 – Spearman correlation analysis of NPY/Y receptors system. 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Regarding DPP4, the enzyme responsible by NPY cleavage, its expression was consistent 

among groups, not revealing any significant alteration (Figure 10 left) and so was the expression 

of MBOAT4, the gene that encodes for the GOAT enzyme, that is responsible for ghrelin acylation 

(Figure 10 right). The GHSR gene, that encodes for the GHSR1a was, unexpectedly, not found 

in the VAT of these patients. The gene was impossible to detect in the number of thermal cycles 

performed in the qRT-PCR analysis. 
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Figure 10 - Gene expression profile of DPP4 and MBOAT4 was not altered in the VAT of obese 

individuals at different stages of metabolic dysregulation. Data is presented as median and interquartile 

range per group, and Kruskal-Wallis comparisons were conducted to compare among the groups, since 

groups had reduced sample size (<30). p<0.05 was considered significant. & vs IS NG; $ vs IR NG; # vs IR 

Pre-Diabetic. 1 symbol: p<0.05; 2 symbols: p<0.01; 3 symbols: p<0.001.   

 

 

Alteration of visceral adipose tissue NPY/Y receptors system in obese insulin resistant 

patients 

 

Given the observed alteration of the system in patients with some degree of metabolic 

dysregulation, we then asked if there were any prominent alterations in the genetic profile 

expression parallel with insulin-resistance development. Therefore, we conducted a two-group 

analysis: IS vs IR (being the IS group composed by insulin-sensitive patients, and thus the ones 

from group 1, and the IR group constituted by all insulin-resistant patients, that were previously 

allocated in groups 2, 3 and 4). The expression of NPY2R was significantly decreased in the IR 

individuals when compared to the IS group (Figure 11A), while NPY showed a trend to decrease 

in the same group (Figure 11B). The expression pattern of the other Y receptors, DPP4 and 

MBOAT4 was unaltered in this two-group analysis (data not shown).  
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Figure 11 - Gene expression profile of the NPY2R and NPY in the VAT of insulin-sensitive or resistant 

obese individuals. NPY2R expression decreases in the IR group (A), as well as NPY’s (B), although the 

latter did not reach statistical significance. Data is presented as median and interquartile range per group, 

and Kruskal-Wallis comparisons were conducted to compare among the groups, since IS group had reduced 

sample size (<30). p<0.05 was considered significant. & vs IS. 1 symbol: p<0.05; 2 symbols: p<0.01; 3 

symbols: p<0.001. 

 

THE ALTERATION OF VISCERAL ADIPOSE TISSUE NPY/Y RECEPTORS SYSTEM 

CORRELATES WITH THE PROGRESSION OF METABOLIC DYSFUNCTION MARKERS IN 

OBESE PATIENTS 

We then pursued to analyse the relation between the ghrelin/NPY axis components and several 

anthropometric parameters and components of the metabolic syndrome evaluated in the cohort 

of obese patients, that have been described to suffer alterations among the groups, as metabolic 

dysregulation aggravates, from group 1 to 4 [101]. Despite all being weak, we observed negative 

correlations between NPY and weight and NPY2R and BMI (r= -0.339, p=0.001 and r= -0.233, 

p=0.038, respectively) (Table 4). Furthermore, a subtle positive correlation was found between 

NPY and HDL cholesterol (r= 0.277, p=0.009) (Table 4). NPY1R, NPY5R and PPY1R expression 

did not correlate with any of the parameters (Table 4), as well as DPP4 and MBOAT4 (data not 

shown).    
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Table 4 - Spearman correlation analysis of NPY/Y receptors system and several metabolic 

parameters evaluated in the total cohort of obese patients. 
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However, the analysis of the correlations in the total population (Table 4) did not allow to 

understand if and how are these relationships altered during the onset and development of the 

metabolic complications that are present as we move along from group 1 to 4. Thus, a new 

Spearman correlation analysis was performed considering the four-group division: IS NG (group 

1), IR NG (group 2), IR Pre-Diabetic (group 3) and IR Diabetic (group 4) (Table 5).  

Moderate and low negative correlations were found between NPY and weight and BMI in IR 

patients with normal fasting glycemia (2) (r= -0.522, p=0.005 and r= -0.381, p=0.05), albeit not 

reaching statistical significance for BMI. In pre-diabetic patients (3), NPY negatively correlates 

with HbA1c (r= -0.474, p=0.017). Interestingly, NPY expression seemed to increase with plasma 

adiponectin increase, in group 1 (r= 0.467, p=0.068), an effect that was the opposite of what was 

verified for group 3 (r= -0.395, p=0.051), although neither of the correlations reached statistical 

differences. Additionally, NPY tended to correlate with HDL cholesterol, only in the IS NG group 

(r= 0.513, p=0.05) (Table 5). In the IS NG group, moderate positive correlations were present in 

NPY1R and NPY5R versus plasmatic leptin, which vanished in the other groups (r= 0.613, p=0.02 

and r= 0.543, p=0.045 vs IS NG, respectively). Moreover, plasma adiponectin levels were 

negatively correlated with NPY1R, only in group 3 (r= -0.484, p= 0.014) (Table 5). PPY1R and 

NPY2R were not correlated to any parameter in the four-group analysis, and the same was 

verified for DPP4 and MBOAT4 (data not shown for the latter). 
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Table 5 - Spearman correlation analysis of NPY/Y receptors system and several metabolic 

parameters evaluated in the obese patients, presented by groups. 
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In order to further study if the observed correlations were altered upon insulin resistance 

development, we conducted an analysis as before, considering the two groups IS and IR (being 

the IS group composed by insulin-sensitive patients, and thus the ones from group 1, and the IR 

group constituted by all insulin-resistant patients, that were previously allocated in groups 2, 3 

and 4). In this new two-group analysis, no alterations were verified for the majority of the interest 

genes (NPY, PPY1R, NPY2R, DPP4 and MBOAT4). However, NPY5R showed negative 

correlations, although weak, with HbA1c in the IR group (r= -0.384, p=0.005) (Figure 12A) but 

not in the IS one (r= -0.053, p=0.895) (Figure 12B), and fasting glycemia in IR group (r= -0.245, 

p=0.034) (Figure 12C), but not in the IS one (r= -0.120, p=0.645, respectively) (Figure 12D). 

Similarly, NPY1R showed the same behaviour, with a negative correlation with HbA1c (r= -0.281, 

p=0.046) in the IR group (Figure 12E), but not in the IS group (r= -0.137, p=0.724) (Figure 12F). 
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Moreover, both NPY5R and NPY1R had a strong correlation with plasma leptin levels in IS 

patients (r= 0.543, p=0.045 and r= 0.613, p=0.020, respectively) (Figure 13A and 13C), which 

was not observed in IR patients (r= 0.029, p=0.823 and r= 0.021, p=0.872, respectively) (Figure 

13B and 13D). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12 - Spearman correlation analysis of NPY5R and NPY1R with HbA1c and fasting glycaemia 

in obese subjects with or without insulin resistance. NPY5R VAT expression was negatively correlated 

with both HbA1c (r= -0.384, p=0.005) and fasting glycemia (r= -0.245, p=0.034) in the IR group (A and C) 

but not in the IS one (B and D). NPY1R VAT expression was negatively correlated with both HbA1c (r= -

0.281, p=0.046) in IR patients (E), but not in the IS group (F). 
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Figure 13 - Spearman correlation analysis of NPY5R and NPY1R with leptin plasma levels in obese 

subjects with or without insulin resistance. NPY5R and NPY1R VAT expression were positively 

correlated with leptin levels in the IS group (r= 0.543, p=0.045) (A) and (r= 0.613, p=0.02) (C), but not in the 

IR one (B and D).  

 

Altogether, such results suggest that NPY/Y receptors system correlates with markers of adipose 

tissue function, such as plasma leptin and adiponectin levels, and negatively with HbA1c in 

patients with insulin sensitivity or at very early stages of metabolic dysregulation. In the other 

hand, patients with alterations of glucose metabolism (including prediabetic ones) show a loss of 

such correlations, denoting an association between the alteration of the NPY/Y receptors system 

with markers of metabolic dysregulation from MHO to MUO, such as hypoadiponectinemia, leptin 

resistance and dysglycaemia. 
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NPY SIGNALLING MACHINERY CORRELATES WITH VISCERAL ADIPOSE TISSUE 

METABOLISM AND PLASTICITY IN HUMAN OBESITY 

Given the recently proposed role of ghrelin as a lipid sensor [66], which suggests a determinant 

role of ghrelin in nutrient partitioning after meals, we asked whether the ghrelin/NPY axis was 

actually involved in the regulation of AT metabolism, the main organ responsible for the storage 

and breakdown of lipids. 

A Spearman correlation analysis revealed that, in the cohort of obese subjects, both NPY1R and 

NPY5R showed moderate to high positive correlations with several well-known markers of AT 

metabolism. In detail, PPARG, that encodes for the master regulator of adipogenesis, was highly 

positively correlated with NPY5R and at a lesser extent, with NPY1R (r= 0.779, p=.000 and r= 

0.679, p=.000, respectively) (Table 6). Lipid droplet-associated proteins Cidea and perilipin A are 

encoded by CIDEA and PLIN1 genes, whose expression was observed to be also positively 

correlated to both NPY1R and NPY5R expression (CIDEA vs NPY1R: r= 0.457, p=.000; CIDEA 

vs NPY5R: r= 0.579, p=.000; and PLIN1 vs NPY1R: r= 0.430, p=.000; PLIN1 vs NPY5R: p= 0.484, 

p=.000) (Table 6). In contrast, NPY2R reveals no correlations and PYY1R a very low positive 

correlation with PPARG and PLIN1 expression levels (r= 0.271, p=0.009 and r= 0.208, p=0.046, 

respectively) (Table 6).  

The expression of PPARA, an important transcriptional regulator of genes involved in β-oxidation, 

was verified to be positively correlated with all Y receptors (vs NPY1R: r= 0.596, p=.000; vs 

PPY1R: r= 0.633, p=.000; vs NPY2R: r= 0.403, p=.000 and vs NPY5R: r= 0.593, p=.000) (Table 

6). Similarly, although being positively correlated with all Y receptors, AT browning-associated 

UCP1, the gene that encodes for the mitochondrial uncoupling protein 1, was drastically 

differently related to PYY1R/NPY2R (high correlation index: r= 0.787, p=.000 and r= 0.711, 

p=.000, respectively) and NPY1R/NPY5R expression (low correlation index: r= 0.394, p=.000 and 

r= 0.336, p=0.001, respectively) (Table 6).  

The gene encoding for the insulin receptor, INSR, was observed to be positively correlated with 

the different Y receptors, but at a lower extent with NPY2R (vs NPY1R: r= 0.562, p=.000; vs 

PPY1R: r= 0.513, p=.000; vs NPY2R: r= 0.327, p=0.001; vs NPY5R: r= 0.548, p=.000) (Table 6). 

The NPY, DPP4 and MBOAT4 genes were not correlated with any of the analysed genes. 
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Table 6 – Spearman correlation analysis of NPY/Y receptors system with genes responsible to 

regulate metabolism, in the VAT of the total population of obese subjects. 

 
 

 

 
PLIN1 – Perilipin 1 | CIDEA - Cell Death Inducing DFFA Like Effector A | PPARG – Peroxisome Proliferator-Activated 

Receptor Gamma | PPARA - Peroxisome Proliferator-Activated Receptor Alpha | INSR – Insulin Receptor | UCP1 – 

Uncoupling Protein 1 

 
 
The AT secretome reflects the function of its own adipocytes, and thus, the expression of some 

of the main adipokines were assessed in terms of putative relationships with the ghrelin/NPY axis 

(Table 7). Once again, in the total population, the NPY1R and NPY5R genes showed a very 

similar behaviour, presenting positive correlations with LEP (r= 0.308, r=0.003 and r= 0.358, 

p=0.012) and ADIPOQ (r= 0.542, p=.000 and r= 0.701, p=.000) (Table 7). The NPY2R and 

PPY1R genes did not correlate with any of the analysed genes, and so did not MBOAT4 (data 
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not shown for the latter). A negative weak correlation was present between NPY and LEP (r= -

0.262, p=0.012), and also between DPP4 and TNF (r= -0.340, p= 0.001) (Table 7). 

 

Table 7 - Spearman correlation analysis of NPY/Y receptors system with genes that encode 

some of the most relevant adipokines, in the VAT of the total population of obese subjects. 

LEP – Leptin | ADIPOQ – Adiponectin | IL6 – Interleukin 6 | IL1B – Interleukin 1 beta | TNF – Tumour Necrosis Factor 

 

Having in mind the inhibitory effect of leptin in hypothalamic NPY, we investigated further the 

relationship between NPY-LEP by conducting a four-group analysis, according to the initial 

division of the groups: IS NG (group 1), IR NG (group 2), IR Pre-Diabetic (group 3) and IR Diabetic 

(group 4). Apparently, in groups 1 and 2, NPY expression was negatively correlated with LEP 

expression (Figure 14A and 14B), albeit not reaching statistical significance in the IS NG (1) 

group (IS NG: r= -0.434, p=0.082 and IR NG: r= -0.444, p=0.018), an effect that was lost in groups 

3 and 4 (IR Pre-Diabetic: r= -0.031, p=0.877 and IR Diabetic: r= 0.191, p=0.867) (Figure 14C 

and 14D). 
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Figure 14 - Spearman correlation analysis of NPY versus LEP expression in the VAT of obese 

individuals at different stages of metabolic dysregulation. NPY VAT expression was negatively 

correlated with LEP expression in the IR NG group (r= -0.444, p=0.018) (B). A trend for a negative correlation 

was found in IS NG group (A). The effect seen in IR NG group was vanished in the IR Pre Diabetic (C) and 

IR Diabetes group (D). 

 
 

AT lipid metabolism, either favouring nutrient storage or breakdown, requires a proper and 

function rearrangement of the vascular network. Thus, having in mind the results from the 

Spearman correlation analysis between the NPY/Y receptors system and several key genes 

regulating AT metabolism (Table 6) we wondered whether there was any relationship between 

this system and several markers of microvascular function in AT (Table 8). 

The angiopoietin/Tie system is a crucial regulator of vessels remodelling. Overall, all Y receptors 

were positively correlated to the genes we analysed that encode proteins from the angiopoietin 
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signalling, such as ANGPT1 (angiopoietin 1), ANGPTL4 (angiopoietin-like 4) and TEK (Tie2, the 

receptor for angiopoietin 1). Nonetheless, NPY1R and NPY5R expression was most prominently 

positively correlated with ANGPT1 (r= 0.777, p=.000 and r= 0.812, p=.000, respectively), 

ANGPTL4 (r= 0.254, p=0.018 and r= 0.332, p=0.001, respectively) and TEK (r= 0.613, p=.000 

and r= 0.503, p=.000) (Table 8), with ANGPT1 showing the highest values. Neither PPY1R nor 

NPY2R correlated with ANGPTL4, but showed moderate positive correlations with TEK (r= 0.707, 

p=.000 and r= 0.542, p=.000, respectively) (Table 8). Furthermore, PPY1R showed a weak 

positive relation with ANGPT1 (r= 0.283, p=0.006), but not NPY2R, and DPP4 and NPY were 

negatively correlated, at a lower extent, with ANGPTL4 (r= -0.254, p=0.014 and r= -0.273, 

p=0.009, by order). 

The PECAM1 gene, that encodes for the CD31 protein, a member of the immunoglobulin family 

highly involved in angiogenesis [76] revealed positive correlations with all Y receptors (vs NPY1R: 

r= 0.561, p=.000; vs PPY1R: r= 0.370, p=.000; NPY2R: r= 0.284, p=0.006; NPY5R: r= 0.490, 

p=.000) (Table 8). 

Similarly, VWF, that encodes for the von Willebrand factor, another participant in the angiogenic 

process, is positively correlated with the Y receptors (vs NPY1R: r= 0.393, p=.000; vs PPY1R: r= 

0.413, p=.000; NPY2R: r= 0.402, p=0.000; NPY5R: r= 0.349, p=0.001), also showing a weak 

negative correlation with DPP4 (r= -0.311, p=0.003) (Table 8). Still on the evaluation of 

angiogenesis/vascular function markers, we found positive correlations between VEGFA and 

NPY1R, PPY1R and NPY5R (r= 0.388, p=.000, r= 0.309, p=0.003 and r= 0.514, p=.000, by order). 

Moreover, all Y receptors were positively correlated with VEGF receptor, FLT1, with the 

PPY1R/NPY2R duo revealing the strongest associations (vs PPY1R: r=0.512, p=.000; vs NPY2R: 

r=0.510, p=.000; vs NPY1R r=0.375, p=.000 and vs NPY5R: r=0.294, p=0.004) (Table 8). 

Finally, the Y receptors showed positive, but weak, correlations with EPAS1, that encodes for 

HIF-2α, a factor that activates target genes crucial for angiogenesis (vs NPY1R: r= 0.447, p=.000; 

vs PPY1R: r= 0.235, p=0.024; vs NPY2R: r= 0.221, p=0.024; vs NPY5R: r= 0.425, p=.000). 

Furthermore, EPAS1 was negatively correlated with DPP4 (r= -0.305, p=0.002) (Table 8). No 

correlations were found between MBOAT4 and the batch of genes analysed with regards to 

vascular/angiogenic function (data not shown). 
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Table 8 – Spearman correlation analysis of NPY/Y receptors system with genes that 

encode some of the most relevant vascular/angiogenic markers, in the VAT of the total 

population of obese subjects. 

 

 
ANGPT1 – Angiopoietin 1 | ANGPTL4 – Angiopoietin-like 4 | TEK – Tie2 receptor | PECAM1 – Platelet and Endothelial 

Cell Adhesion Molecule | VWF – von Willebrand Factor | VEGFA – Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor A | FLT1 – fms 

Related Receptor Tyrosine Kinase 1 | EPAS1 – Endothelial PAS domain protein 1 
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VERTICAL SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY MODULATES GHRELIN/NPY AXIS IN THE ADIPOSE 

TISSUE OF A DIABETIC OBESE ANIMAL MODEL 

VSG deeply modulates the gut secretome while inducing a drastic improvement in AT 

microvasculature health. Our group has, in fact, demonstrated that VSG restored ghrelin secretion 

profile [46], and efficient vascular function in HCD-fed GK rats [50]. We hypothesized that the 

improvement of AT microvasculature health could be related to the normalization of the secretion 

profile of ghrelin, induced by the surgery.   

In fact, in the pEAT, VSG induced alterations in intermediates of ghrelin/NPY axis (Figure 15). 

The GHSR1a was significantly increased in both HCD-submitted groups, GKHCD and 

GKHCD_Sh (p<0.01 and p<0.05 vs WSD, respectively) (Figure 15A). Despite with no statistical 

significance, GKHCD_Sl rats had a decrease in GHSR1a levels, when compared to the GKHCD, 

normalizing its levels in relation to WSD rats (p<0.06 vs GKHCD) (Figure 15A). 

Regarding DPP4, GKHCD rats showed a decrease in comparison to the WSD group (p<0.01 vs 

WSD), that were recovered in the GKHCD_Sl group (p<0.01 vs GKHCD and p<0.05 vs 

GKHCD_Sh) (Figure 15B). 

The NPY receptors system was also modulated by VSG. The NPY1R levels are increased in the 

GKHCD_Sl, when compared to all other groups (p<0.005 vs WSD, p<0.05 vs GKSD, p<0.01 vs 

GKHCD and p<0.01 vs GKHCD_Sh) (Figure 15C). Furthermore, NPY2R levels also showed a 

drastic increase in the VSG-submitted group (GKHCD_Sl) in comparison to WSD (p<0.001), to 

GKSD (p<0.05) and GKHCD (p<0.05) (Figure 15D).  
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Figure 15 – VSG modulates the ghrelin/NPY axis in the pEAT of type 2 diabetic obese rats. Surgery 

decreased GHSR1a levels (A), while leading to an augment in DPP4 (B), NPY1R (C) and NPY2R (D). 

Representative images of western blot proteins of interest and loading controls (calnexin) are shown at the 

right panel. WSD – Wistar rats standard diet-fed, GKSD – GK rats standard diet-fed, GKHCD – GK rats high 

caloric diet-fed, GKHCD_Sl - GK rats high caloric diet-fed submitted to VSG and GKHCD_Sh - GK rats high 

caloric diet-fed submitted to sham surgery. Bars represent mean ± SEM and Kruskal-Wallis comparisons 

were conducted to compare among the groups. * vs WSD, § vs GKSD, $ vs GKHCD and # vs GKHCD_Sh. 

1 symbol p<0.05; 2 symbols p<0.01; 3 symbols p<0.001. 
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GHRELIN AND DES-ACYL GHRELIN STIMULATE LIPID ACCUMULATION AND 

ADIPOGENESIS IN 3T3-L1 CELL LINE 

Since ghrelin/NPY axis in pEAT was modulated by VSG, we hypothesized that ghrelin might have 

an influence of adipose cells, that could explain the marked improvement in AT plasticity and 

expandability after surgery. In order to understand what would be these potential mechanisms, 

we recurred to the 3T3-L1 fibroblasts cell line, that are able to differentiate into mature adipocytes, 

so that we could study the direct effect of both ghrelin and des-acyl ghrelin in adipocytes. 

We started by verifying ghrelin or des-acyl ghrelin’s effect on 3T3-L1 fibroblasts viability. A 24-

hour incubation period with 0.1, 1, 10, 30 and 100 ng/mL of ghrelin (Figure 16 left) or des-acyl 

ghrelin (Figure 16 right) was carried out in 3T3-L1 cells, with no alterations of cell viability 

registered, in comparison to the control group (only supplemented with 10% FBS/DMEM). 

Treatment concentrations were chosen with regards to the existing literature and having in 

consideration the plasmatic concentration range of both ghrelin and des-acyl ghrelin [79, 81]. 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16 – 3T3-L1 fibroblasts’ viability is not affected by ghrelin and des-acyl ghrelin treatment. Bars 

represent mean ± SEM and Kruskal-Wallis comparisons were conducted to compare among the groups. 

 
 

Afterwards, we assessed ghrelin and des-acyl ghrelin’s ability to induce lipid retention, while 

stimulating adipogenesis. 3T3-L1 adipocytes were exposed, after a pre-incubation with a 

differentiation cocktail, to growing concentrations of both ghrelin isoforms (0.1, 1, 10, 30 and 100 
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ng/mL), during a period of 7 days. The effects on adipogenesis were observed through PPARγ 

levels, the main adipogenic transcription factor. Both ghrelin (Figure 17 left) and des-acyl ghrelin 

(Figure 17 right) led to a significant increase in PPARγ levels in 3T3-L1 cells, at the concentration 

of 100 ng/mL. In the case of acylated ghrelin, PPARγ levels were significantly increased versus 

the treatment with 1 ng/mL (p<0.05) and treatment with 10 ng/mL (p<0.05) (Figure 17 left), while 

for des-acyl ghrelin the significant statistic was in relation to the negative control (p<0.05) (Figure 

17 right). 

 

 
 
Figure 17 – The effect of ghrelin and des-acyl ghrelin in the levels of a key regulator of adipogenesis 

(PPARγ). The differentiating adipocytes were treated with growing concentrations of both ghrelin isoforms 

(1, 10, 30 and 100 ng/mL). Both ghrelin and des-acyl ghrelin (100 ng/mL) stimulate PPARγ levels in 3T3-L1 

cell line. Representative images of western blot proteins of interest and loading controls (GAPDH) are shown 

at the top. Bars represent mean ± SEM and Kruskal-Wallis comparisons were conducted to compare among 

the groups. * vs Negative Control, # vs 1 ng/mL and $ vs 10 ng/mL. 1 symbol p<0.05; 2 symbols p<0.01; 3 

symbols p<0.001. 
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In order to evaluate acylated ghrelin and des-acyl ghrelin’s effects in lipid accumulation in 

adipocytes, a staining with Oil Red O was performed. Given the previous results, where we saw 

an increase in PPARγ at the concentration of 100 ng/mL for both peptide forms, we proceded 

with that concentration and also with the one right bellow, 30 ng/mL. Furthermore, we studied the 

effect of inhibiting both GHRS1a and GOAT in lipid accumulation in adipocytes, by treating cells 

incubated with ghrelin/des-acyl ghrelin with 1 µM of DLS and 1 µM of GO-CoA-Tat, the inhibitors 

for both GHSR1a and GOAT, respectively.  

Pre adipocytes (cells that were not treated with differentiation cocktail) did not show Oil Red O 

staining in lipid droplets, at day 7 (Figure 18A and 19A) and the same was verified in the negative 

controls (Figure 18B and 19B). In the positive controls, lipid accumulation started being visible, 

with adipocytes acquiring a more rounded shape with lots of fat droplets (Figure 18C and 19C). 

Upon treatment with des-acyl ghrelin (30ng/mL), there was a slight increase in stained lipid 

droplets (Figure 18D), when compared to the negative control, an effect that was maintained 

even upon GO-CoA-Tat administration (Figure 18E). However, the proportion of stained lipid 

droplets increased in cells treated with 100 ng/mL of des-acyl ghrelin, to a similar extent as the 

positive control (Figure 18F). A slight reduction in stained lipids was found in cells treated with 

both 100 ng/mL des-acyl ghrelin and GO-CoA-Tat (Figure 18G). 
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Figure 18 – The effect of des-acyl ghrelin in lipid accumulation in 3T3-L1 adipocytes. Representative 

images (200x magnification) showing Oil Red O-stained adipocytes in the absence (A, B and C) or presence 

of des-acyl ghrelin at 30 ng/mL (D) and 100 ng/mL (F). The effect of GOAT inhibitor (GO-CoA-Tat) was also 

evaluated when incubated with 30 ng/mL and 100 ng/mL des-acyl ghrelin (E and G, respectively). 

 
 

Treatment with 30 ng/mL of acylated ghrelin induced an increase in stained lipids, in comparison 

to the negative control (Figure 19D), and the same was verified for acyl ghrelin (100 ng/mL) 

(Figure 19F). When cells were treated with both concentrations of acylated ghrelin and 1 μM 

DLS, GHSR1a inhibitor, (Figure 19E and 19G), stained lipids seemed to decrease, in comparison 

to the administration of the respective concentrations of ghrelin alone. We also confirmed the 

expression of GHSR1a protein in the 3T3-L1 adipocytes, in mature adipocytes, in the presence 

or absence of acylated ghrelin (Figure 20). 
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Figure 19 - The effect of acylated ghrelin in lipid accumulation in 3T3-L1 adipocytes. Representative 

images (200x magnification) showing Oil Red O-stained adipocytes in the absence (A, B and C) or presence 

of acyl ghrelin at 30 ng/mL (D) and 100 ng/mL (F). The effect of GHSR1a inhibitor (DLS) was also evaluated 

when incubated with 30 ng/mL and 100 ng/mL acylated ghrelin (E and G, respectively). 

 
 

 
 
 

 

Figure 20 – The GHSR1a protein is expressed in differentiated murine adipocytes from 3T3-L1 cell 

line. 
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GHRELIN AND DES-ACYL GHRELIN DO NOT COMPROMISE HUMAN MICROVASCULAR 

ENDOTHELIAL CELLS VIABILITY 

With the purpose of evaluating ghrelin and des-acyl ghrelin involvement in angiogenesis, we 

selected a human endothelial cell line. Although we did not have the opportunity to study if and 

how ghrelin/dys-acyl ghrelin regulate sprouting angiogenesis, we assessed cell viability of 

HMVECs in the presence of growing concentrations of both peptides (1, 10, 30 and 100 ng/mL) 

after a 24 and 48-hour incubation. We found that neither ghrelin nor des-acyl ghrelin alter cell 

viability of HMVECs at any of the tested concentration, at both 24 or 48-hour long incubation 

(Figure 21).  

 

 
 
 
Figure 21 - HMVECs viability upon both ghrelin forms treatment. HMVECs viability is not affected by 

ghrelin and des-acyl ghrelin treatment (1, 10, 30 and 100 ng/mL). Bars represent mean ± SEM and Kruskal-

Wallis comparisons were conducted to compare among the groups. 
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Over the past years of ghrelin research, acylated ghrelin has been proposed to induce adiposity 

and increased body weight indirectly, through the stimulation of orexigenic hypothalamic 

pathways, that result in food consumption [61]. Nonetheless, some studies have been pointing 

for an effect in AT, that is at least partially, independent from ghrelin’s central actions [77-79]. The 

endogenous ligand for Y receptors, NPY, whose expression is regulated by GHSR1a signalling, 

in the hypothalamus, has also been suggested to display direct actions in AT, by promoting 

adipocytes proliferation, differentiation and plasticity under stress conditions [76]. 

Furthermore, ghrelin plasmatic levels are deeply dysregulated in the context of obesity and MetS-

related T2DM, in both humans and rodents [33, 35, 46]. Metabolic surgery, one of the most 

popular obesity and T2DM therapeutics, has been demonstrated to allow a normalization in 

ghrelin’s secretion profile, also in rodents and humans [42-44, 46], while restoring AT’s health 

and function in rodents submitted to VSG [48, 50-53]. 

In this work, we explored how the ghrelin/NPY axis was altered in the human VAT in the context 

of a growing metabolic dysregulation in obese subjects with either MHO or MUO. Additionally, we 

investigated how was this axis altered in the VAT of diabetic obese rats, submitted to VSG. Last 

but not least, we examined whether the different forms of ghrelin were involved in adipocytes’ 

metabolism. 

As major findings of this work, we highlight that: 1 – NPY/Y receptors system suffers alterations 

in VAT expression, in obese individuals with insulin resistance and metabolic dysregulation; 2 – 

Expression of NPY/Y receptors system correlates with expression of lipid metabolism 

intermediates, adipokines and vascular function markers, thus highlighting its role in adipose 

tissue function; 3 – VSG decreases GHSR1a levels in VAT of diabetic obese rats, while 

upregulating the NPY/Y receptors system; 4 – Ghrelin and des-acyl ghrelin directly stimulate lipid 

accumulation and adipogenesis in vitro. 

Recently, several studies have been focusing in describing the precise alterations of plasmatic 

ghrelin levels in obesity and T2DM and the relationship between ghrelin/NPY in hypothalamus. 

We then asked what could be happening to this axis in obese patients’ VAT, whose function is 

severely disturbed in MetS and MUO. To our surprise, the GHSR gene failed to amplify. In our 

opinion, this can only mean that the primer was not entirely suitable, since the GHSR is already 

known to be expressed in human VAT [79], and as we have seen, in murine adipocytes. The 
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gene encoding for GOAT (MBOAT4), the enzyme that leads to ghrelin’s acylation, was not altered 

in the several stages of metabolic dysregulation that accompanied obesity. Given that acylated 

ghrelin levels seem to be increased in human obesity and T2DM [79], one can argue that the VAT 

is not contributing, at least significantly, for the pool of acylated ghrelin, which may mostly 

originate in the gastrointestinal system. Indeed, GOAT-mediated ghrelin acylation was shown to 

depend of fatty acids specifically originated from the dietary pool [66]. 

In contrary, the NPY receptors were altered in the different groups. More precisely, the expression 

profile of both NPY1R and NPY5R were similar, both increasing in the IR Pre-Diabetic group (3) 

and then declining in the IR Diabetic group (4), in relation to the other IR groups. Thus, it seems 

that the aggravation of metabolic dysregulation, happening in the pre-diabetic patients, triggers a 

compensatory effect that upregulates both Y1 and Y5 receptors, that is then lost when T2DM is 

installed. Intriguingly, the exact opposite appears to occur for NPY2R, given that we found a 

decreased expression right in the IR NG group (2). Thus, we regrouped the subjects in two 

different groups, IS versus IR, to study the influence of insulin resistance in NPY2R VAT 

expression. Through this analysis, we were able to conclude that insulin resistance specifically 

downregulates NPY2R expression. Furthermore, NPY expression showed a tendency to 

decrease with insulin resistance, while its degrading enzyme, DPP4, showed a stable expression 

throughout groups. Having in mind that obese T2DM patients present increased NPY plasmatic 

levels [102], that may exclude the VAT as a meaningful NPY-secreting tissue, at first. However, 

patients from IR group presented hyperinsulinemia and, given that insulin has an inhibitory effect 

in hypothalamic NPY [31], the same might be happening in VAT. 

The similarity in the expression profiles along groups of NPY1R and NPY5R, opposing the pattern 

seen for NPY2R, raised the suspicion that the different receptor isoforms could establish distinct 

interactions in-between them. In fact, we ended up verifying that NPY1R and NPY5R presented 

a high positive correlation, while the same happened in-between NPY2R and PPY1R, suggesting 

that the Y receptors are paired in their functions.  

In order to understand how these alterations in NPY/Y receptor system correlate with 

anthropometric and components of the MetS in obese patients, we ran a Spearman analysis. We 

found that both NPY and NPY2R expression were inversely correlated with weight and BMI, 

respectively, in the cohort of patients, suggesting that obesity downregulates the NPY/Y2R arm 
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in VAT. Moreover, VAT NPY expression showed a positive, despite weak, correlation with HDL 

levels, that mirror AT metabolic activity [101]. Interestingly, in four-group analysis, such correlation 

almost reached a significant statistical meaning in the IS NG group (r=0.513, p=0.05), that 

vanished in the other groups. Altogether, this highlights the importance of VAT-derived NPY in 

functional AT metabolism, possibly through increased HDL secretion. In the pre-diabetic patients, 

a negative correlation was found between NPY, whose expression tended to be decreased, and 

HbA1c, what might suggest that the loss on VAT NPY expression is somehow related to the 

increase in HbA1c seen in these patients. Furthermore, patients with insulin resistance (IR group) 

revealed a negative correlation between NPY5R and HbA1c and fasting glycemia, that is 

inexistent in the IS group, probably meaning that the decreased expression of this particular 

receptor in the diabetic group might also contribute to the loss of glycaemic homeostasis and 

increased HbA1c levels.  

A very interesting finding was that both NPY1R and NPY5R were moderately correlated with 

plasma leptin levels, in a positive fashion, in the IS NG group, an effect that is lost with the onset 

and development of insulin resistance, when patients usually also develop hyperleptinemia and 

leptin resistance.  

Now that we knew how the NPY/Y system was altered in the VAT of subjects either with MHO or 

MUO and MetS, and how it was related to some clinical parameters that mirror such metabolic 

abnormality, we wondered what was the relation between this system and some of the main VAT 

function markers, in terms of metabolism, plasticity and adipokine secreting behaviour. 

The NPY/Y system showed multiple correlations with several markers of AT metabolism, either 

with lipogenic or lipolytic function, highlighting a relevant role of NPY signalling in the control of 

adipocytes’ metabolism. In line with what was verified before, Y receptors seem to be paired in 

their actions. In this case, NPY1R and NPY5R showed stronger correlations with lipogenesis-

associated genes, such as PPARG, CIDEA and PLIN1, whereas NPY2R and PPY1R were highly 

correlated with UCP1 and PYY1R also having a strong correlation with PPARA. Thus, one can 

conclude that Y receptors regulate both arms of AT metabolism, with NPY1R and NPY5R 

promoting anabolism and nutrient storage and NPY2R and PPY1R favouring catabolism instead. 

Accordingly, NPY1R and NPY5R are both acknowledged to induce lipid accumulation in 3T3-L1 

adipocytes [75]. However, the same authors and others have also shown such effects being 
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played by NPY2R, in murine cells and mice models [75, 76]. Nonetheless, Chatree et al. found 

that, in humans, VAT NPY2R expression was negatively correlated with adipocytes’ area, 

suggesting this receptor action to be anti-adipogenic or stimulator of lipid oxidation [103]. 

Nonetheless, the action of NPY2R on AT metabolism may vary between different species. A role 

for Y receptors in VAT insulin sensitivity is also supported by our results, since all receptors were 

positively correlated with the insulin receptor gene, especially the Y1 and Y5 that were decreased 

in group 4, so was the INSR (data not shown).  

Adipokines secretion directly reflet AT health and allow it to regulate peripheral metabolism and 

to inform on the nutrient availability and metabolic status. Thus, we evaluated the relationship 

between NPY/Y receptors system and the VAT expression of several crucial adipokines. Both 

NPY1R and NPY5R revealed moderate positive correlations with ADIPOQ, which is consistent 

with PPARG correlation. In fact, in the IR Diabetic group, that present hypoadiponectinemia, and 

in none of the other groups, the expression of these receptors is decreased, suggesting a 

fundamental role of such receptors in AT health. The LEP gene was also positively related to 

NPY1R and NPY5R, although at a lower extent, while the ligand NPY showed a negative 

correlation, which suggests that the inhibitory effect of leptin in hypothalamic NPY [31] may also 

happen in the periphery. Considering the aforementioned positive correlation between NPY1R 

and NPY5R VAT expression with plasma leptin levels only in the IS NG group (MHO patients), 

one can now argue that in these individuals, such results can mirror a negative feedback effect, 

where NPY Y1 and Y5 receptors expression is coupled to increased VAT leptin secretion to then 

inhibit hypothalamic NPY-induced food intake. In fact, if the Y1 and Y5 receptors promote AT 

nutrient storage as suggested earlier, it makes sense that such feedback exists to inform brain 

centres on the current nutritional status. When exploring the relationship between NPY and LEP 

in a four-group analysis we saw that in groups 3 (IR Pre Diabetic) and 4 (IR Diabetic), the negative 

correlation seen in group 2 (IR NG) and 1 (IS NG) (trend) disappears. This may mean that, in 

dysglicaemic insulin resistant patients, with a higher level of metabolic dysregulation, the 

antagonistic relation between NPY and leptin is lost, being a probable sign of leptin resistance, 

and thus explaining why NPY plasma levels are increased in human MUO [102]. 

We then investigated what was the involvement of NPY/Y receptors system in AT 

microvasculature. The angiopoietin system (ANGPT1 and TEK) was highly positively correlated 
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with NPY1R and NPY5R. However, the marked decreased expression of such receptors in the 

IR Diabetic group is then accompanied by a reduction on this angiogenesis-regulating system, 

what may compromise tissue plasticity. A similar behaviour was seen with both PECAM1 and 

VEGFA, especially with NPY5R, which corroborates the decreased AT levels of VEGF seen in 

obese patients, that harshly decrease with the development of MUO [22, 23]. Despite having low 

or negligent positive correlations with VEGFA, the NPY2R and PPY1R expression was positively 

correlated with FLT1, that encodes for VEGF receptor 1, thus constituting another arm of the Y 

receptors system in regulating AT angiogenesis. Finally, DPP4 negative correlation with EPAS1, 

may indicate NPY’s cleaving enzyme as a negative regulator of Y receptors-stimulated VAT 

angiogenesis, since EPAS1 encodes for HIF-2α, an important factor of hypoxia-induced 

angiogenesis.  

Overall, the results from the human study shed light on the possible deleterious effects of NPY/Y 

system dysregulation on VAT health, which parallels with the transition and development of MUO. 

Despite not having information on the GHSR, we now know that its downstream hypothalamic 

target, the NPY/Y receptors system, appears to be deeply involved in human VAT expandability 

and angiogenesis regulation. Furthermore, such evidences render this axis as a drug targetable 

system, in MUO/MetS and evidently T2DM. 

Metabolic surgery, especially VSG, is one of the most frequent and efficient therapeutics to 

combat MetS and T2DM. VSG was shown by us and others to produce a sustained decrease of 

postprandial ghrelin levels, which may have an impact on NPY/Y receptor system, not only in the 

hypothalamus but also potentially in other organs, such as the AT [42-44, 46]. Despite not being 

able to study GHSR VAT expression in MHO and MUO patients, we have shown increased levels 

of GHSR1a in GKHCD and GKHCD_Sh rats, when compared to Wistar controls. If ghrelin really 

acts as a lipid sensor, as proposed by Tschöp et al. [66], it is reasonable to argue that the HCD-

derived lipid moiety would increase acylated ghrelin levels in the HCD-fed rats, thus increasing 

GHSR1a levels precisely in the tissues where those nutrients are stored, such as the pEAT. 

Interestingly, VSG tended to decrease GHSR1a levels in pEAT, closer to what was seen in the 

Wistar controls, probably being a consequence of reduced postprandial ghrelin levels. Such 

reduction of GHSR1a levels is expected to have an impact on NPY/Y receptor system and, in 

fact, we have shown that both NPY1R and NPY2R are drastically increased in the VAT of the 
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animals submitted to VSG. Furthermore, our group has previously demonstrated that VSG 

improves AT vascular health in this model [50], suggesting a possible involvement of NPY1R and 

NPY2R in angiogenesis amelioration after surgery, a hypothesis that is supported by our results 

of the human VAT study. Moreover, NPY has been described to induce angiogenesis and tube 

formation in HUVECs through activation of oligomers of the NPY Y1, Y2 and Y5 receptors [98]. 

VSG-submitted rats also presented increased levels of pEAT DPP4, that generates NPY species 

that preferably bind the Y2 and Y5 receptors, what, in this case can reflect a greater activation of 

Y2 receptor. 

 

So far, we cannot yet comprehend what is the relationship between the GHSR1a activation and 

NPY/Y receptors VAT levels, being the major limitations of the animal model study the lack of 

information on VAT NPY levels and on Y5 receptor levels after VSG.  

To gain further insight in the mechanisms that ghrelin and des-acyl ghrelin could be stimulating 

in AT, we performed in vitro studies in the 3T3-L1 cell line. We verified that both ghrelin isoforms 

increase the levels of PPARγ, thus promoting adipogenesis. Furthermore, acylated ghrelin and 

des-acyl ghrelin induced lipid accumulation in adipocytes. Lipogenic effects of acylated ghrelin 

were GHSR1a-dependent, while the effects of des-acyl ghrelin seemed independent from GOAT 

inhibition. Thus, the fact that des-acyl ghrelin also induces lipid accumulation, independently of 

GOAT, supports the existence of other mechanisms, non-GHSR1a-related, that also mediate 

ghrelin-induced lipogenesis. These evidences corroborate a role for the ghrelin as a nutrient 

sensor, directly promoting nutrient storage in fat depots.  

Given the close relationship between AT increased nutrient storage and tissue expandability and 

the importance of the adipo-vascular coupling, we aimed to study if and how ghrelin could directly 

modulate endothelial cells behaviour and plasticity. However, we could only gather information 

on HMVECs, confirming that ghrelin did not alter cell viability when cells were treated with growing 

concentrations of ghrelin. The in vitro experiments on both 3T3-L1 and HMVECs cells, despite 

providing some hints on the putative involvement of ghrelin in regulating AT metabolism and 

plasticity, still have some limitations. For instance, we have not assessed if ghrelin stimulates 

NPY secretion from 3T3-L1 adipocytes neither the direct effect of NPY in adipocytes. Moreover, 

we did not get to study the effects of ghrelin/NPY in endothelial cell angiogenesis. 
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__Chapter 6 – CONCLUSION  

AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 
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Obesity and MetS prevalence are increasing at a speed rate, as the overall quality of human life 

improves [4, 7]. Moreover, the emergency on battling MUO and MetS augments, as they both 

constitute significant risk factors for the onset and development of life-threatening diseases such 

as T2DM and CVD [2, 3]. Nowadays, the AT is recognized as a determinant multifactorial organ 

that controls overall metabolism and several authors have been claiming AT dysfunction as one 

of the most prominent contributors to metabolic dysregulation and obesity-associated MetS [8, 

19]. On the other hand, Mets and T2DM patients present marked alterations of gut hormone 

secretome, that is restored after metabolic surgery procedures, such as the VSG [33, 35, 42, 44, 

50]. In particular, ghrelin secretion profile is markedly altered in diabetic obese patients submitted 

to surgery. The ghrelin/NPY axis is heavily studied in the hypothalamus, but the action of this 

system in the AT is not yet understood. Thus, we aimed to unravel if the ghrelin/NPY axis was 

altered in the VAT of obese subjects with several degrees of metabolic dysregulation. To our 

surprise, the GHSR failed to amplify, but others have shown already its expression in the human 

VAT [79]. Nonetheless, we found that the NPY/Y receptors system expression in VAT is 

downregulated for the Y1, Y2 and Y5 subtypes, along the transition from MHO to MUO, being 

correlated with the development of MetS components. We also showed that Y receptors were 

correlated to several markers of AT function, involved in AT metabolism, plasticity and endocrine 

behaviour, meaning that this system might regulate several key events in AT, namely vascular 

adaptation and angiogenesis. We showed that VSG induced an increase in both Y1 and Y2 

receptor in the VAT of HCD-fed GK rats, which showed improved microvasculature. Given the 

increase in Y receptors induced by VSG, while decreasing GHSR1a, it would be interesting to 

study if the same happens in the VAT from MUO patients after gastrectomy, although obtaining 

biopsies from human tissue is not always feasible. Open questions still remain on the putative 

GHSR1a-dependent NPY expression in AT and the next approach should be measuring AT NPY 

levels in the VSG-submitted animals, that presented reduced VAT GHSR1a. Since our results of 

the human VAT study suggest that leptin might have an inhibitory effect on peripheral NPY, leptin 

receptor levels in the VAT of VSG-submitted animals should also be evaluated. Lastly, we 

demonstrated and corroborated previous findings, that ghrelin and des-acyl ghrelin stimulate lipid 

accumulation and adipogenesis in murine adipocytes. Given the tight adipo-vascular coupling in 

healthy AT, it is expected that ghrelin stimulates angiogenesis, thus favouring tissue 
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expandability. However, we could not study this hypothesis. Still, in the near future, it would be 

interesting to isolate endothelial cells from the stromovascular fraction of AT to unravel the precise 

role of both ghrelin forms and also NPY, in AT angiogenesis, by evaluating sprouting 

angiogenesis ability and the expression of angiogenesis markers. Furthermore, future studies 

should focus on identifying the cellular source of AT NPY. To do so and to understand if NPY 

secretion is regulated by ghrelin we could measure NPY levels in the cell medium of 3T3-L1 cells 

or AT-derived endothelial cells, upon ghrelin treatment.     

Notwithstanding, this work allowed to gain awareness on the potential of Y receptors as 

therapeutic targets for AT dysfunction, in the context of metabolic diseases, such as MetS and 

T2DM, as well as their probable involvement in regulating AT angiogenesis, plasticity and 

metabolic and endocrine functions. We also unravelled the importance of VSG as a tool for 

modulating the ghrelin/NPY axis in the VAT.   
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Summary

The gut is one of the main endocrine organs in our body, producing hormones

acknowledged to play determinant roles in controlling appetite, energy balance and

glucose homeostasis. One of the targets of such hormones is the adipose tissue, a

major energetic reservoir, which governs overall metabolism through the secretion of

adipokines. Disturbances either in nutrient and metabolic sensing and consequent

miscommunication between these organs constitute a key driver to the metabolic

complications clustered in metabolic syndrome. Thus, it is essential to understand

how the disruption of this crosstalk might trigger adipose tissue dysfunction, a strong

characteristic of obesity and insulin resistance. The beneficial effects of metabolic

surgery in the amelioration of glucose homeostasis and body weight reduction

allowed to understand the potential of gut signals modulation as a treatment for met-

abolic syndrome-related obesity and type 2 diabetes. In this review, we cover the

effects of gut hormones in the modulation of adipose tissue metabolic and endocrine

functions, as well as their impact in tissue plasticity. Furthermore, we discuss how

the modulation of gut secretome, either through surgical procedures or

pharmacological approaches, might improve adipose tissue function in obesity and

metabolic syndrome.

K E YWORD S

adipose tissue, gut hormones, metabolic surgery, obesity

1 | INTRODUCTION

The gut and the adipose tissue (AT) are among the most active endo-

crine organs of our organism, and the signals they originate regulate

common mechanisms, such as insulin secretion and action, glucose

and lipid metabolism, appetite and energy balance. The crosstalk

between them may be crucial for the treatment of metabolic disor-

ders, because many gut signals produced during fasting or after a meal

apparently act on and regulate several AT functions. Metabolic

surgery (MetS) was shown to have a strong impact on AT function,

and some of such events are related to the remodelling of gut hor-

mone profile.1 Moreover, glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1) receptor

agonists were shown to act in AT and to result in fat mass and body

weight reduction, with possible positive impacts in the metabolic and

endocrine function, as well as in the plasticity of the tissue (reviewed

in Section 2). Understanding this crosstalk may constitute the founda-

tions of the identification of new therapeutic targets for obesity and

metabolic syndrome.
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1.1 | Metabolic and endocrine functions of AT

The white adipose tissue (WAT) is mainly composed of adipocytes

and the stromovascular fraction, whose crosstalk renders the AT with

a high dynamicity and plasticity, conferring it the ability to remodel

accordingly to the energetic status and environmental changes.2

As an energetic buffer, the AT favours the hydrolysation of

triglycerides (TAGs) into fatty acids and glycerol (lipolysis), in order to

fulfil the energetic demands, or, on the other hand, after meals, insulin

stimulates TAG synthesis through sterol regulatory element-binding

transcription factor 1 (SREBP-1c)-induced lipogenesis (reviewed by

Matafome and Seica).3 Lipid anabolism will force tissue expansion,

which requires adipogenesis (differentiation of preadipocytes into

mature adipocytes) and angiogenesis. This adipo-vascular coupling

results from the differentiation of preadipocytes along the vascular

wall, being angiogenesis regulated by adipocyte-derived factors and

adipogenesis also dependent of capillarization, so that each adipocyte

is irrigated by one, or more, capillaries.2,4 Neo-vascularization is

associated with hyperplasia (increased adipocyte number), whereas

angiogenesis deficits and dilation from the already existent capil-

laries lead to hypertrophy (increased adipocyte size).4 Thus, AT

remodelling requires continuous vascular dynamicity and plasticity,

avoiding formation of hypoxic regions, usually associated with

inflammation, fibrosis and hypertrophic growth.2 AT angiogenesis

will depend on the balance between pro- and anti-angiogenic medi-

ators, such as the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), being

hypoxia the main stimuli for gene expression.2,4 The interaction

between pro- and anti-angiogenic factors during the angiogenic

process, as well as the alterations occurring during the loss of

tissue plasticity, are not currently known.

WAT is by far the largest endocrine organ of the body, with a

secretome currently known to include more than 600 factors. The

wide panoply of AT products not only regulates its vascular func-

tion, but it is also involved in lipid and glucose metabolism, appe-

tite regulation, coagulation, blood pressure, immune function,

reproduction, among many other functions.3,5 Moreover,

adipokines, namely adiponectin, also regulate WAT functions, such

as glucose uptake.3 Similarly to gut hormones, one of the classical

functions of WAT secretome is regulation of appetite and energy

homeostasis in the hypothalamus, mainly due to leptin action.3

Besides being a very active endocrine tissue, AT is also the target

of many hormones and factors, namely, the ones secreted by the

gastrointestinal tract.

1.2 | The gut as an endocrine organ

The gut, or gastrointestinal tract, is considered one of the main endo-

crine organs in the body. The enteroendocrine cells (EECs), located

along the epithelium of the gut, secrete signals in response to meal-

derived stimuli. More than 30 hormones were currently identified to

be secreted by the gut, acting either locally or in several organs such

as brain, AT or pancreas (reviewed by Gribble and Reimann).6

EECs in the stomach can be divided in enterochromaffin or

enterochromaffin-like cells, which produce serotonin and histamine,

respectively; D-cells—somatostatin; G-cells—gastrin; and X/A-like

cells—ghrelin. The duodenum houses K-, I- and S-cells, which secrete

glucose-dependent insulinotropic polypeptide (GIP), cholecystokinin

(CCK) and secretin, respectively. M-cells can also be found in this

region, secreting ghrelin, somatostatin and motilin. The ileum region is

richer in neurotensin-releasing cells (N-cells) and L-cells, the main pro-

ducers of glucagon-like peptides 1/2 (GLP-1/2) and oxyntomodulin

(OXM), also releasing peptide YY (PYY), whose secretion increases in

the distal small intestine (reviewed by Gribble et al.).6,7 Colonic L cells-

derived GLP-1 was recently shown to directly improve glucose toler-

ance, while PYY, from the same cells, was suggested to decrease food

intake through a neuropeptide Y2 receptor-dependent mechanism.8

Besides insulin and glucagon, the pancreas also produce other hor-

mones, such as amylin and pancreatic polypeptide.9 Available data

suggest that different nutrients could exert a stimulatory effect in spe-

cific EEC populations. However, it remains to uncover if the effects

result from a differential expression of the nutrient-sensing pathways

among the EEC cellular types or nutrient absorption scattering along

the GI tract. Increasing body of evidence also supports the idea that

the same subtype of EECs co-secretes several hormones, as well as

the existence of several signals that can modulate the secretion of the

same hormone.7

Oscillations of lumen nutrients have been suggested as the main

trigger for secretion of gut hormones by EECs.6 The presence of nutri-

ents in the postprandial state mainly favours the release of gastrin,

CCK, PYY and pancreatic hormones (insulin and amylin) to promote

satiety, as well as GLP-1 and GIP, to also promote insulin-dependent

anabolism.6,9 On the other hand, the absence of nutrients during

fasting triggers the secretion of ghrelin, somatostatin and glucagon, as

well as serotonin, which gut synthesis and plasma levels are elevated

in fasted mice to a similar extent than glucagon.6,10 Although the acyl-

ated form of ghrelin was the only one observed to bind to ghrelin

receptor (growth hormone secretagogue receptor 1 alpha, GHSR-1a)

and to activate orexigenic neurons, fasting was shown to increase

des-acyl ghrelin secretion, rather that the acylated form, questioning

the classical relation between fasting and ghrelin-induced appetite.11

Regarding glucose-mediated gut hormone release, GLP-1 secre-

tion has been shown to be dependent on KATP channel closure in

proglucagon-expressing GLUTag cells and rats, although others have

contested such involvement6,12–14 Müller et al. have also described

the role of sodium/glucose co-transporter 1 in glucose-induced GLP-1

secretion in both rodents and humans, while the sweet taste recep-

tors have been implicated in both glucose-dependent GLP-1 and PYY

secretion in humans but did not affect CCK.15,16 Glucose is also deter-

minant for serotonin release, mainly from colonic enterochromaffin

cells, while fructose is important for serotonin secretion from duode-

nal cells.17 Fructose was also shown to induce GLP-1 secretion in

humans, mice and GLUTag cells.13 Inversely, intravenous glucose infu-

sions reduced plasma ghrelin levels, in humans.16

Long-chain and short-chain fatty acids and monoacylglycerol

were shown to trigger both GIP and GLP-1 secretion in K and L cells
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in vitro and in vivo, through G-protein coupled receptors (GPRs),

GPR40, GPR120 and GPR119 (monoacylglycerol), but the exact

mechanisms are still to be addressed (reviewed by Gribble et al.).6,13,17

In opposition, acute exposure to short-chain fatty acids has no effects

in serotonin secretion.18 Fatty acids trigger CCK secretion through

long-chain fatty acids receptors, although the immunoglobulin-like

domain containing receptor 1 has also been suggested to be involved

in response to lipoproteins and fatty acids.6 As well, the fatty acid

dodecanoic acid was also implicated in ghrelin decrease and increased

PYY and GLP-2 secretion.16,19 Additionally, besides their role on lipids

emulsification, bile acids were also shown to lead to GLP-1 secretion

from GLUTag cells, through GPR bile acid receptor 1, while having an

inhibitory role on CCK release.20,21

EECs function is also regulated by amino acids and di-, tri-,

oligopeptides (reviewed by Gribble and Reimann).6 While GIP secre-

tion does not seem to be stimulated upon protein ingestion, GLP-1

secretion from primary intestinal epithelial cells, in response to

oligopeptides, was shown to rely on both peptide transporter-1 and

calcium-sensing receptor.13,22 The latter is also suspected to be

involved in PYY secretion.16 Studies have also been pointing out for a

probable involvement of umami receptors in CCK secretion in a piglet

model, upon activation by branched chain amino acids, mainly L-

leucine and L-isoleucine.23 Similarly, tryptophan is a crucial contribu-

tor to gut-derived serotonin synthesis.6

Gut signals are the bridge between nutrient sensing in the gastro-

intestinal tract and a diverse variety of actions that aim to regulate

the overall metabolism (appetite regulation, food digestion and nutri-

ent absorption and glucose homeostasis). In the next chapter of this

review, we will exclusively address the direct effects of gut hormones

in WAT.

2 | CROSSTALK BETWEEN GUT AND AT

Several gut hormones participate in the gut–brain axis and are known

to influence the activity of brain centres controlling energy

homeostasis, but, in fact, many authors have been suggesting that

such effects are not exclusively due to (an)orexigenic activity.24,25 In

what concerns to WAT, such hormones inform on the patterns of

food ingestion and nutrient absorption undergoing in the intestine

and shape the metabolic activity of fat reservoirs, in order to favour

the adequate physiological response to achieve homeostasis. More

concretely, these hormones modulate nutrient uptake and storage, tis-

sue plasticity and endocrine behaviour, which reinforces the existence

of a dynamic gut–WAT crosstalk (Figure 1).

2.1 | Modulation of adipocyte metabolic function

2.1.1 | Lipogenesis and lipolysis

Intravenous infusion of acylated ghrelin in rodents resulted in

increased inguinal and retroperitoneal WAT mass, with down-

regulation of ATP-binding cassette sub-family G member 1 (ABCG1)

(involved in lipid efflux from cells) and upregulation of SREBP-1c.26

Stimulation of human adipocytes undergoing differentiation, with

both forms of ghrelin, in a range of concentrations that contains those

found in subjects with or without obesity and T2DM, resulted in

SREBP1c activation, increased expression of lipoprotein lipase (LPL)

and lipogenic enzymes and reduced glycerol outflow (Figure 2).25 Such

effects may be the result of a preventive mechanism to maintain

energy supplies in WAT during starvation. Amylin, GIP and CCK might

exert similar effects as ghrelin, despite their different timings of secre-

tion. Amylin increases insulin effect in 3T3-L1 adipocytes, showing

reduced glycerol release and increased fatty acids incorporation.27

GIP also increases insulin action in inducing fatty acid uptake by epi-

didymal fat pads, but it has no effect when insulin is not present in

the incubation medium.28 Furthermore, acute infusion of healthy men

with physiological postprandial concentrations of GIP resulted in

increased circulating TAGs hydrolysis and adipocyte re-esterification,

also reducing fatty acid outflow, when combined with slight hyper-

glycaemia and hyperinsulinaemia.29 Accordingly, GIP-mediated, but

F IGURE 1 The role of gut hormones in regulating several events of adipose tissue function (lipid metabolism, endocrine function and
adipogenesis/angiogenesis). GLP-1, glucagon-like peptide 1; GIP, glucose-dependent insulinotropic peptide; CCK, cholecystokinin; OXM,
oxyntomodulin; PP, pancreatic polypeptide; PYY, peptideYY; 5-HT, serotonin
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not GLP-1, stimulation of LPL gene was observed through pathways

involving both Akt, 50 AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) and

cAMP response element binding (CREB)-dependent transcription.30

CCK-8, one of the most abundant CCK forms, was also shown to

increase LPL activity in AT, through a CCK-2 receptor-dependent

mechanism.31

Regarding lipolytic stimuli, GLP-1 (100 nM) was shown to act as a

lipolysis-promoting and lipogenesis-inhibitor factor in human AT

explants and adipocytes, as well as in 3T3-L1 adipocytes. Upon GLP-1

receptor-dependent activation of cAMP/protein kinase A (PKA), peri-

lipin is hyperphosphorylated, thus inducing fat mobilization and expo-

sure to AT lipases (ATGL) (Figure 2).32 Noteworthy, GLP-1 opposes

insulin effects in terms of lipid metabolism while being insulinotropic

and, despite studies on GLP-1 effects in AT use 10- to 100-nM

concentration,33,34 the normal plasmatic concentration of GLP-1, in

humans, is in the pM range.35 Such observation may suggest that

these effects might occur through different mechanisms and periods,

although the regulation between GLP-1 and insulin effects on lipolysis

is still not clear. The same lipolytic effect was verified after administra-

tion of glucagon, which stimulated glycerol release in isolated adipo-

cytes from epididymal rat fat pads36 and in human subcutaneous AT

explants, at 35 ng ml−1, whereas plasma levels are around

300–500 pg ml−1.37 Denervation of the lumbar fat depots from rats

showed that glucagon-induced lipolytic activity is not dependent on

sympathetic mechanisms.38 However, both high and basal physiologi-

cal glucagonemia (1.5 and 0.5 ng kg−1.min−1) were unsuccessful in

increasing interstitial glycerol in healthy humans' subcutaneous AT,

during microdialysis.39 Pancreatic polypeptide (0–12 nM) also

enhances basal and stimulated lipolysis from chicken adipocytes, sur-

passing the idea that pancreatic polypeptide only acts through the

autonomic nervous system.40 Serotonin acts via Htr2a to inhibit lipol-

ysis, in a 3T3-L1 model, favouring lipogenesis instead. In agreement,

AT serotonin synthesis ablation led to a great reduction in visceral AT

mass.41 However, knockout mice models for Htr2b apparently suggest

that serotonin directly stimulates lipolysis in adipocytes during fasting

through this receptor, suggesting a dual role for serotonin in regulat-

ing lipid mobilization in AT, according to the energetic status.10 GLP-

2, whose specific receptor was shown to be expressed in mice visceral

AT, does not seem to have a relevant effect in terms of AT

metabolism.42

2.1.2 | Insulin sensitivity and glucose uptake

The implication of GLP-1 in ameliorating insulin sensitivity in the AT

of rodents and humans with type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) and obe-

sity is widely recognized, although the mechanisms are not fully clari-

fied. In fact, Glp1r−/− mice revealed an abnormal glucose homeostasis

that was independent of weight and food intake,43 and GLP-1 was

shown to resolve insulin resistance in endoplasmic reticulum-stressed

3T3-L1 adipocytes.33 Gao et al. elucidated the role of GLP-1 signalling

in AT insulin sensitivity, which complied essentially an upregulation of

insulin receptor subunit β and substrate 1, as well as glucose trans-

porter 4 (GLUT4) (Figure 2).34 However, in 3T3-L1 adipocytes, GLP-1

F IGURE 2 Distinct effects of GLP-1 and ghrelin in regulating lipid metabolism. Ghrelin favours all the mechanisms governing lipid storage,

such as lipogenesis (1), lipid uptake (2) and inhibition of lipid efflux (3). In opposition, non-cleaved GLP-1 stimulates lipolysis releasing fatty acids
for mitochondrial oxidation (4), which may partially account for GLP-1 induced weight loss, and increases insulin sensitivity (5). Both GLP-1 and
ghrelin seem to stimulate adipogenesis (6). GLP-1, glucagon-like peptide 1; GHSR1a, growth hormone secretagogue receptor 1 alpha; SREBP-1c,
sterol regulatory element-binding transcription factor 1c; FAS, fatty acid synthase; ACC, acetyl-CoA carboxylase; FAs, fatty acids; TAG,
triglyceride; VLDL, very low-density lipoprotein; LPL, lipoprotein lipase; ABCG1, ATP-binding cassette sub-family G member 1; HDL, high-density
lipoprotein; PKA, protein kinase A; ATGL, adipose tissue triglyceride lipase; HSL, hormone-sensitive lipase; GLUT4, glucose transporter 4; IRβ,
beta insulin-receptor subunit; IRS-1, insulin receptor substrate 1
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administration, in a usual concentration for in vitro studies (100 nM),

did not elicited an increase in insulin-dependent glucose uptake, while

its analogue, exedin-4, was shown to induce such event, at the same

concentration.44 GLP-1 (9-36), the metabolite originated upon GLP-1

cleavage by dipeptidyl peptidase IV, that was once thought to be met-

abolically irrelevant, reduces postprandial blood glucose levels in

healthy individuals independently of gastric emptying and insulin

action, despite authors have shown a lower magnitude of the effect

than the one elicited by the intact form of GLP-1.45 Indeed, GLP-1

(9-36) (10 nM) was described to abolish glucose uptake in differenti-

ated human subcutaneous AT stem cells.46 Overall, such results sug-

gest that AT insulin-mediated glucose uptake might be differentially

regulated by different GLP-1 isoforms and may not exclusively rely on

GLP-1 receptor signalling, highlighting the complexity of this peptide

involvement in insulin sensitivity.

Regarding other peptides, both short-term amylin and GIP infu-

sion, of close to physiological doses, in rats and humans, respectively,

increase insulin-induced glucose uptake in AT, which is in accordance

with their lipogenesis-stimulating actions.47,48 Moreover, diet-induced

male obese mice given an intraperitoneal injection of OXM display an

increase in glucose uptake by WAT. However, it was not addressed

the possible involvement of glucagon or GLP-1 receptors.49 On the

other hand, genetic and pharmacological ablation of gut-derived sero-

tonin synthesis, in either chow or high fat fed mice, results in

improved glucose tolerance and increase in WAT glucose uptake,

suggesting that serotonin might jeopardize insulin sensitivity in AT,

thuss contributing to insulin resistance.50,51

In summary, the precise role of gut hormones in regulating lipid

and glucose uptake and metabolism, as well as their interplay and

mutual interactions in AT, is still far from being completely under-

stood. However, evidences claim that GIP may be involved in potenti-

ating insulin-mediated glucose uptake and lipogenesis, while ghrelin

(both forms) is apparently involved in lipid retention and accumulation

in the adipocytes. In opposition, native GLP-1 drives lipolysis stimula-

tion, possibly supplying fatty acid oxidation, and seems to increase

insulin sensitivity.

2.2 | Modulation of adipocyte endocrine function

Adipokines secretion allows AT to regulate peripheral metabolism and

to inform on the nutrient availability and metabolic status. Gut hor-

mones are able to modulate the secretory profile of adipokines, thus

having the power to control peripheral metabolism through AT

manipulation.

Regarding adiponectin secretion, it was shown to be triggered by

amylin (0.1 nM—within the physiological range) administration to

3T3-L1 adipocytes, an effect also seen after GLP-1 (100 nM) adminis-

tration to human mature adipocytes.27,32 Furthermore, adiponectin

secretion was shown to be stimulated by OXM (400 nmol) in humans

and by CCK (10 μg kg−1) in rat subcutaneous and visceral AT in an

insulin-dependent manner.52,53 Amylin co-administration with leptin

ex vivo to human AT explants was shown to have an additive effect in

leptin signalling, without increasing ObR expression. Because amylin

signals through a GPR, thus resulting in the activation of different

pathways, this gut hormone might be, in turn, increasing leptin sensi-

tivity and ObR-dependent signalling.54 Leptin levels were decreased

after chronic CCK administration in rats and after a subcutaneous

administration of OXM (400 nmol) in humans, which might be a con-

sequence of AT mass reduction, an effect that OXM has been

described to provoke.31,53 WAT leptin expression was, as well,

reduced by peripheric pancreatic polypeptide administration to food-

deprived mice, but not in non-deprived ones, an effect shown to

involve, at least partially, the sympathetic enervation.55

PYY serum levels were shown to correlate with visfatin expres-

sion in subcutaneous AT,56 a crucial adipokine for glucose metabolism

and mitochondrial function.3 Given the fact that both serum PYY and

visfatin levels are negatively correlated with weight gain,56 such evi-

dences may put forward a protective/favouring action in increasing

subcutaneous/visceral AT visfatin expression, possibly mediated

by PYY.

Although studies in cultured adipocytes have suggested the

opposite,57 in vivo studies have shown the power of GIP receptor sig-

nalling in attenuating inflammation, because both GIP or a long-lasting

analogue led to a decrease in the inflammatory profile of visceral AT

secretome, while increasing adiponectin secretion.58,59 Such contra-

dictory evidences might be associated with differences inherent to

the sensitivity of the model itself to GIP concentrations. As well,

adenovirus-associated GLP-1 also led to a reduction in nuclear factor

kappa B-mediated interleukin-6, TNF-α and monocyte chemo-

attractant protein-1 production in the visceral AT of ob/ob mice.60

Furthermore, Rodríguez et al. found out that acylated and des-acyl

ghrelin, in the pM range, could play an anti-inflammatory role by

decreasing TNF-α-induced apoptosis in human adipocytes, through

inhibition of caspase-8 and caspase-3.61 Inhibition of gut serotonin

production led, in mice, to a reduction in WAT inflammation,51

suggesting that peripheral elevation of serotonin levels might contrib-

ute to a pro-inflammatory environment in AT. Moreover, activation of

serotonin cascades signalling in AT leads to a decrease in adiponectin

expression, possibly explaining why insulin sensitivity improves upon

inhibition of serotonin synthesis.41,51

2.3 | Modulation of AT plasticity: Adipogenesis and
angiogenesis

Adipogenesis requires a proper interaction between the pre-

adipocytes and the stromal vascular fraction in order to guide cell

migration. The adipo-vascular coupling, mainly regulated by fibroblast

and vascular growth signals, allows a healthy expansion and retraction

of the tissue according to the energetic balance of the organism.2

Ghrelin directly modulates AT behaviour, independently of its

food intake-promoting action in the arcuate nucleus. In fact, it acts as

an adipogenic factor through the GHSR1a, because, along with its

SREBP1c-stimulating effects, it activates peroxisome proliferator-

activated receptor gamma (PPARγ) and CCAAT-enhancer-binding
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protein alpha (C/EBPα) in human visceral adipocytes, from 0.1 to

1000 pM (Figure 2).25 Nevertheless, des-acyl ghrelin (GHSR1a-inde-

pendent) also induced adipogenesis, possibly suggesting non-

GHSR1a-related mechanisms.25,26 The hormones CCK, GIP and GLP-

1 also contribute to AT expansion, because they all induce an increase

in PPARγ, either in vivo or in vitro.52,58,62 Mice under a high fat regi-

men plus a long-lasting GIP analogue treatment displayed increased

adipocyte hypertrophy, when compared with diet alone and had

higher expression of lipid droplet proteins.58 On the other hand, GLP-

1 led to an increase in lipid droplet number rather than size, in 3T3-L1

and in diabetic ob/ob mice, meaning that it mainly stimulates adipo-

cyte hyperplasia.60,62 Such effect is likely to derive from Akt-

dependent upregulation of C/EBPβ/γ and PPARγ as well as an

increase in cell proliferation (Figure 2).62 Conversely, truncated GLP-1

(9-36) (10 nM) inhibits cell growth and differentiation and promotes

apoptosis in human subcutaneous AT stem cells.46 These effects

might be mediated through non-GLP-1 receptor-related mechanisms

since the (9–36) peptide has low affinity for the classical receptor, but

until the date, there are no evidences of its binding site.46 Given the

different consequences of hypertrophy and hyperplasia for lipidic

metabolism profile and insulin sensitivity, such GLP-1 effects are cur-

rently thought to underlie a favourable WAT remodelling, although

the correct balance between all the factors is probably the best

approach to induce a physiological tissue expansion.62,63

The involvement of gut hormones in shaping endothelial cells

function (angiogenesis and vasodilatory response) has been addressed

in several models. Among them, we highlight GLP-1 and GIP that have

been strongly implicated in the amelioration of endothelial dysfunc-

tion in several models.64,65 The involvement of GLP-1 and its metabo-

lites, especially GLP-1 (9-36), in the improvement of vasodilatory

response of endothelial cells is reported, in detail, by Li et al.66 GIP

infusion during a hyperglycaemia/hyperinsulinaemia clamp (mimicking

postprandial levels) resulted, in healthy, but not in men with obesity,

in increased blood flow in subcutaneous AT that was accompanied by

capillary recruitment. Such effect was not elicited by insulin alone,

which is also in accordance with GIP stimulation of insulin-induced

glucose uptake and fatty acids storage.67 The precise mechanism

underlying such effect is still unknown, but it might involve nitric

oxide-dependent mechanisms, because GIP was shown to induce nit-

ric oxide raise in bovine aortic endothelial cells.68 Moreover, it is

known that nitric oxide stimulates LPL activity in cultured pre-adipo-

cytes.69 Thus, GIP-induced free fatty acids uptake described above

can be the result of the vascular change elicited by this incretin in

postprandial-like situations, triggering nitric oxide release and a conse-

quent stimulation of adipocyte LPL. Unlike GIP, GLP-1 infusion in

healthy men also raised AT blood flow, but at fasting glucose and

insulin levels, and to a similar extent as the one seen after meals. The

involvement of the sympathetic nervous system was excluded due to

unaltered plasma levels of catecholamines, but the infusion of

1.5 pmol kg−1 min−1 resulted in slightly supraphysiological GLP-1

levels, raising concerns regarding the normal physiological response.70

Recently, a study suggested that ghrelin could also employ a pre-

ponderant role in such matter, due to its angiogenesis-induction

effects in endothelial cells from both human umbilical vein and mice

bone marrow cells. Knocking-out GHSR1a resulted in decreased AT

mass and vascular network.71 However, GHRS1a deletion was not

conditional, meaning that, instead of local inability of acylated ghrelin-

GHSR1a to induce angiogenesis, hypothalamic ablation of the recep-

tor could result in decreased food intake and a consequent loss of fat

mass. Matrigel plug injection in subcutaneous AT, in the presence or

absence of acylated ghrelin, showed no effects in AT angiogenic

response, in mice, either healthy or with obesity.72 The effect of

ghrelin in other models, such as the chick chorioallantoic membrane

or human dermal microvascular endothelial cells, is also not consen-

sual.72 These evidences may suggest that ghrelin regulates angiogene-

sis according to the cell type, thus exerting a pro- or anti-angiogenic

action. The existing studies use a myriad of peptides concentrations

and different incubation times, which might lead to different

responses, even when in the same cellular type.

3 | DISEASE-ASSOCIATED ALTERATION IN
GUT SIGNALS SECRETION: MODULATION OF
GUT HORMONES AS A STRATEGY TO
IMPROVE AT FUCTION

Gut hormones secretion and bioavailability during pre- or post-meal

periods differ naturally among individuals, and gut endocrinology may

be changed by simple dietary habits or complex pathologies. Indeed,

the MetS has been shown to carry a pronounced dysregulation of gut

humoral signals.73 Despite deregulation of mechanisms governed by

the gut-hypothalamic axis is a major driven force to obesity, AT dys-

function is, as well, tightly linked to the development of MetS

(reviewed by Matafome and Seica).3 Although AT dysfunction is a

major risk factor for MetS and MetS-affected patients present alter-

ations in gut hormones secretion patterns, the causality remains to be

determined: Are such events parallel in the development of MetS or

the unbalanced gut hormonal milieu, caused by dietary habits, under-

lies AT malfunction? In the next sections, we will discuss how gut hor-

mones secretion is changed in MetS and T2DM and how can we

modulate it to improve AT function and MetS features (Figure 3).

3.1 | Changes of gut hormone profile in metabolic
syndrome and type 2 diabetes

When compared with normal-weight controls, the anorexigenic hor-

mone GLP-1 has been reported to be significantly decreased in over-

weight and obese subjects after a test meal, even though pre-prandial

GLP-1 levels were similar in both.35 Similar observations on GLP-1

levels were reported in Goto-Kakizaki rats, which also revealed a

reduction in postprandial secretion of PYY.74 Furthermore, Zwirska-

Korczala et al. described weaker postprandial PYY response and lower

fasting and postprandial CCK plasma levels in women with obesity

and MetS.75 In T2DM patients, postprandial GIP levels were not

observed to suffer the expected raise, as observed in non-diabetic
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individuals, suggesting post-secretion degradation of GIP to be a cru-

cial contributor to the loss of incretin effect.76

Lower fasting total ghrelin plasma levels were reported in sub-

jects with obesity, in comparison with normal-weight controls, but the

progressive decline observed after meal ingestion found in healthy

individuals is absent in those affected by obesity, and the same is veri-

fied in rodents.74,77 Indeed, such results highlight the relation

between obesity/MetS and the failure in reducing ghrelin levels after

meal ingestion, giving rise to a hypothesis claiming that high-fat diets

could induce ghrelin resistance.78

Both fasting and postprandial glucagon levels were shown to be

increased in the context of obesity and T2DM.79 Serotonin levels are

increased with human obesity, before and after intraduodenal glucose

infusion,80 the same being verified in mice,51 while, in contrary, GLP-2

postprandial levels are apparently decreased.81

3.2 | The role of MetS in modulating gut hormone
profile: Development of mimetics

Initially implemented as a strategy to diminish food intake, through

reduction of gastric volume, and/or promotion of nutrient

malabsorption,82 soon it was noticed that MetS could alter gut

hormones secretion. The altered secretion profile of enteroendocrine

signals is currently one of the most accepted events to explain T2DM

remission that happens few days after surgery, even before significant

weight loss.83 Amelioration of glycaemic control is independent from

weight loss and, thus, may be related, not only to the central actions

of these hormones but also to a robust increase in the incretin effect

and direct effects in other organs.

Nowadays, vertical sleeve gastrectomy (VSG) and Roux-en-Y gas-

tric bypass (RYGB) are the most frequently performed surgical

approaches for obesity and T2DM.82 The anorexigenic hormones

GLP-1, CCK and PYY suffer major increases after meal consumption

in RYGB and VSG-submitted patients.84,85 Evidences regarding post-

operative GLP-2 secretion also support a significant increase in

plasma that appears to be sustainable in time. Pancreatic polypeptide

plasma levels were consistent among controls and surgery-submitted

individuals, not revealing significant alterations.84,85 On the other

hand, circulating serotonin levels are increased 1-year post gastrec-

tomy, but this increase was shown to be more pronounced in patients

who regained weight, when in comparison with weight stable sub-

jects, in a 2-year follow-up study.86 Some other hormones remain

either inconsistent or uncharacterized. For instance, results on GIP

levels are incoherent after RYGB, either increasing or decreasing, and

no significant changes have been observed after VSG, although a

recent metanalysis revealed a trend to its decrease.85,87 After RYGB,

OXM levels are raised upon an oral glucose tolerance test in humans,

but its secretion profile remains unclear in patients submitted to

VSG.88 Postoperative postprandial ghrelin levels are decreased in a

vast number of studies in humans and rodents, even in long-term

follow-up, whereas fasting levels seem to be target of controversy.

However, the existent studies do not usually discriminate between

total or acylated ghrelin levels.74,89 To what concerns to VSG, the

F IGURE 3 An integrated view on the gut–adipose tissue crosstalk. Dysfunctional adipose tissue and dysregulated gut hormone profile are

both features of metabolic syndrome or type 2 diabetes. Given that gut hormones are known to regulate several aspects of adipose tissue
function, restoration of gut hormone profile through bariatric surgery or the use of analogues may be a promising strategy in the amelioration of
metabolic syndrome-associated adipose tissue dysfunction. MetS, metabolic syndrome; AT, adipose tissue; GLP-1, glucagon-like peptide 1; CCK,
cholecystokinin; PYY, peptideYY; GIP, glucose-dependent insulinotropic peptide; 5-HT-serotonin; T2DM, type 2 diabetes mellitus; CVD,
cardiovascular disease
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diminished ghrelin secretion might be due to the resection of the sto-

mach's gastric fundus, which can explain the more pronounced effect

than RYGB.90 Somatostatin, the hormone responsible for the attenua-

tion in GLP-1, GIP and CCK secretion, remains uncharacterized in

patients submitted to metabolic surgery.84,88

The effect of RYGB-induced nutrients rerouting in ECCs popula-

tion is still not entirely clear. RYGB induced an increase in L-, K- and I-

cells populations due to thickening of the mucosa, without major

alterations in cell density and expression of PYY, GCG, GIP and

CCK.91,92 Strikingly, VSG neither change intestinal mucosa's area nor

GIP secretion but was described to augment GLP-1 positive cells

without affecting L-cell transcriptome.93,94 Therefore, the debate is

still open on whether and how surgical approaches modulate EECs

abundance and diversity, which may also arise from slight differences

in surgical techniques or from post-surgery dietary habits. One possi-

ble explanation relies on the intestinotrophic peptide GLP-2, postu-

lated to have a possible involvement in crypt stem cells proliferation,

thus constituting a probable contributor for the increase in L-cells

population.95 On the other hand, increased rates of gastric emptying

and nutrient flow into the intestines after surgery might acutely result

in enhanced nutrient-sensing and GLP-1 secretion, which could

chronically favour an increase in L-cell population.96 However, the

exact mechanisms of GLP-1 regulation are still obscure. A recent

study has shown that metformin stimulates GLP-1 secretion directly

from human gut epithelial tissue and increases GLP-1 plasma concen-

tration, suggesting other mechanisms involved in L-cell regulation.97

Still, the common finding that both RYGB and VSG elicit increases in

plasmatic GLP-1 highlight a critical role of early GLP-1 involvement in

the amelioration of hyperglycaemia.

Pharmacological GLP-1-based therapies preserve the incretin

ability through a less invasive way and surpass GLP-1 short half-life.98

Liraglutide (modified GLP-1 combined with palmitic acid), exenatide

(synthetic of the dipeptidyl peptidase IV-resistant exendin-4), dul-

aglutide (GLP-1 analogue combined with each Fc domain of an immu-

noglobulin G) and semaglutide (acylated GLP-1 peptide with an amino

acid modification at position 8) constitute the most up to date, reliable

incretin mimetics used in the treatment of T2DM.98 They all share

long-term lowering effects in fasting plasma glucose and glycated

haemoglobin, with liraglutide and semaglutide inducing the most dras-

tic results.99,100 However, the frequent side effects and minimal

weight loss often seen after their administration led to development

of triple agonists—unimolecular combination of GLP-1/GIP/glucagon

receptors agonists or GOP (GLP-1/OXM/PYY) hormonal infusion.100

Merging GLP-1/GIP's incretin activity with the thermogenic activity

of glucagon resulted in synergistic and more powerful effects in glu-

cose homeostasis and cholesterol and body weight reduction in diet-

induced obesity and streptozotocin-treated mice.100,101 The GOP

infusion, developed by Tan et al., led to a marked decrease in food

intake and postprandial blood glucose levels in individuals with obe-

sity. However, fasting glucose and insulin were not changed, probably

because the individuals were not diabetic, and the time frame of the

study (3 days with no follow-up) did not allowed body weight

monitoring.102

3.3 | Consequences of gut hormone remodelling for
AT function

Not neglecting the obvious importance of the increased hypothalamic

anorexigenic activity inherent to the above described therapeutic

approaches, one cannot exclude the putative direct effects of gut hor-

mones in metabolic effector organs, such as the AT. Some studies in

rodents have been claiming that surgery-induced beneficial effects

cannot be exclusively attributed to the decreased caloric intake.103

Indeed, it can be speculated that a shift into a more catabolic profile

of AT could underlie the surgery and pharmacotherapy-induced

improvement in glucose homeostasis and body weight observed in

VSG and RYGB-submitted rodents and humans. Beyond reducing vis-

ceral AT weight, VSG led to an increase in vascular differentiation and

angiogenesis in obese T2DM rats, which might improve microvascula-

ture. The also observed increased levels of AMPK, that point to a raise

in fatty acids oxidation, reflect a metabolic shift in AT that may under-

lie the amelioration of triglyceridaemia and cholesterolaemia and

weight loss also found in operated animals.1 In humans, VSG, how-

ever, decreases adipogenesis-involved markers in subcutaneous AT,

and the same was found in post-RYGB subjects.104 However, biopsies

were done 1 week after the procedures, and another recent study has

shown that reshaping of AT morphology and hyperplasia of subcuta-

neous AT adipocytes was only seen in the patients 5 years after the

gastric bypass.105 Post-operative human subcutaneous AT also

reveals a marked decrease in angiopoietin 1/2 and tie expression,

which suggests a decrease in angiogenic capacity. Macrophage

recruitment to the subcutaneous AT and expression of pro-

inflammatory mediators also decrease after VSG.106

In subcutaneous AT, MetS induces a huge increase in lipid oxida-

tion, suggesting that, after the procedure, the organism adopts a more

energetic dissipation-prone status rather than favouring its storage.104

Surgery induces a decrease in leptin and a raise in adiponectin levels,

and the latter highly correlates with enhanced postoperative insulin

sensitivity.107 In fact, 1 year after RYGB, insulin downstream signals

and GLUT4 were increased in AT of patients with obesity and

T2DM.108 Overall, these results reinforce the crucial role of AT for

the surgery-induced glucose homeostasis.

The involvement of gut hormones in the post-surgery AT

remodelling remains an incognita. Nonetheless, GLP-1-mediated

effects constitute the most explored explanation on driving AT meta-

bolic shift, increased insulin sensitivity and amelioration on tissue's

microvasculature and inflammation after surgery, considering its

effects in AT under normal conditions (described in chapter 2). How-

ever, this is mere speculation, because no studies until the date

addressed such question. D'Alessio et al. showed that GLP-1 receptor

blockage in gastric bypass-submitted subjects decreased glucose-

stimulated insulin secretion, highlighting a pivotal role for GLP-1 in

glucose homeostasis.109 In order to understand if GIP was also con-

tributing to the incretin effect after RYGB, patients were given a

dipeptidyl peptidase IV inhibitor (sitagliptin) alone or in combination

with GLP-1 receptor antagonist. It turned out that sitagliptin was

unable to lower postprandial glucose levels upon GLP-1 receptor
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inhibition, corroborating higher GLP-1's engagement in glucose

homeostasis.110 Nevertheless, whole-body GLP-1 receptor knockout

mice submitted to MetS have been opposing such involvement of

GLP-1, because ablation of the receptor did not alter the magnitude

of the responses after VSG regarding body weight and glucose

homeostasis.111 A recent study where Y2 receptor deficient mice

were submitted to RYGB also revealed no alterations in such parame-

ters, in comparison with RYGB-submitted wild-type mice, discarding

possible involvement of PYY3–36-Y2 signalling.112 Despite constituting

a powerful scientific tool, one cannot exclude the possibility of dis-

tinct roles of gut hormone receptors in each tissue, which may not be

discerned in non-conditional knockout, as well as evolutionary devel-

opment of compensatory mechanisms in these animal models that

might be masquerading the results. Thus, the utilization of gut hor-

mones receptor agonists/antagonists might be helpful in dissecting

their precise involvement. In fact, the GLP-1 receptor agonists

exenatide and liraglutide lead to an overall fat mass reduction but spe-

cially of visceral AT depots in mice and humans with T2DM.113–115

Such effects can be the result of AMPK activation, which is in accor-

dance with the increase in both fatty acids uptake and oxidation and

adipocyte ‘beiging’ observed with both agonists.113,114 Exenatide-

treated rodents also show increased expression of omentin-1 in vis-

ceral AT, adiponectin in both visceral and subcutaneous AT, as well as

decreased leptin expression, which was associated with improved

insulin sensitivity.116 On the other hand, liraglutide administration

(0.6 mg for 2 weeks and 1.2 mg for the following 14 weeks) did not

change ADIPOQ and LEP expression in human subcutaneous AT,

despite weight loss after 4 months was far from diet-induced weight

reduction, where adiponectin expression tended to augment.115 In

terms of AT vascular function, both liraglutide and exenatide were

described to improve the ex vivo anti-contractile capability of mice

perivascular and human subcutaneous AT explants through a GLP-1

receptor-dependent AMPK activation and nitric oxide produc-

tion.117,118 Diet-induced obese mice receiving exenatide during

4 weeks also had improved AT angiogenesis that ended up to alleviate

hypoxia-induced inflammation.119 Altogether, these evidences

emphasize the efficacy in GLP-1 receptor agonists not only in amelio-

rating AT metabolic behaviour but also to promote a well-controlled

relationship between vascularization and immune function, allowing a

healthy AT expansion/retraction. Having that said, Pastel et al., in a

randomized control trial with T2DM-affected subjects with

overweight/obesity, found that the liraglutide-treated patients

(0.6 mg for 2 weeks and 1.2 mg for the following 14 weeks) registered

an increase in inflammation and fibrosis markers in subcutaneous AT,

when compared with a dietary restriction arm. Despite at baseline all

subjects were under metformin treatment, in the liraglutide group,

some dropped or had its dosage reduced during the course of the

study, what may have had impact in the results.115 Information on

dulaglutide and semaglutide effects in AT are still scarce, due to their

recent approval. Nonetheless, both agonists induced a significant

reduction in epicardial AT mass in subjects with obesity and

T2DM.120 A substudy of the SUSTAIN 8 trial also reported a total fat

mass decrease upon semaglutide administration accompanied by a

marginal reduction in visceral AT depots. It is to note that the trial

lacked an appropriate placebo, and because the individuals were

already under metformin treatment, these effects may not be fully

attributable to semaglutide.121

As for triple agonists, the existing literature has been mainly

focusing in monitoring systemic parameters, thus lacking information

on tissue-specific action, and, besides that, no clinical trial results are

yet available. Nevertheless, it seems that the reduction in AT mass is

the primary result of GLP-1 and glucagon effects.101

4 | CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
PERSPECTIVES

Gut hormones are acknowledged to play a major role in the regulation

of overall metabolism. In response to luminal nutrient stimuli, the EECs

release signals that act not only via the gut-brain axis. Despite dys-

regulation of the gut-hypothalamic axis is a major driven force to obe-

sity and MetS, the AT constitutes the other arm that can participate in

this crosstalk. Thus, given the escalating incidence of such diseases,

there is a strong urge in truly understanding the behaviour and biology

of AT. As highlighted above, gut hormones are able to regulate several

events in AT in physiological conditions, such as metabolism, endocrine

behaviour and plasticity. In fact, the modulation of gut signals elicited

by the therapeutic approaches used in MetS results in numerous adap-

tations in AT function and remodelling that might contribute, at least in

part, to the resolution of T2DMand decreased risk of CVD (Figure 3).

Determining the precise role of gut hormones, not only in AT but

also in other affected tissues, constitutes an important strategy to

understand the effects of MetS and gut signals-based therapies in

metabolic control. As equally relevant is the development of tools that

allow the study of subcutaneous and visceral AT depots, to better

understand how they differentially behave in response to therapy,

although obtaining visceral AT biopsies from humans is not always

feasible. Despite several details of the results of MetS are still to

explain, the current information is already sufficient to highlight the

importance of gut hormones as powerful drug targets for MetS-

associated diseases. Thus, further studies should continue addressing

the beneficial effects of gut hormones modulation, what can turn out

to be a difficult challenge, especially when is still not completely clear

how is their secretion altered in the disease context.
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